UWLNP October Consultation Feedback
Table 1: Question A5:
Are there any specific locations which you think are suitable for new houses?
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16

Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31

No but more houses should be in Trust to the village for locals only
(like the cottages at Uphill) to encourage young local residents remain

No and brownfield only
North of Crooks Lane West side of Uphill Written by SFH after
looking at their plan.
Blackboard Lane. Lydeway/Uphill
Ballingers, Farmers Field, Lydeway
Land adjacent to Crooks Lane
Behind Foxley Fields – to side of Foxley Fields near Uphill. Relocate
the allotments and use the free land for development
Opposite Ballingers.
Lydeway
Wildmans Garage. Field at rear of Manor farmhouse
Could be either as above depends on exact location – planning process
to decide appropriate location
Farmers Field and opposite Ballingers. Are you having a joke? Where
and when are the houses in Manor Farmyard being built? Or is this a
figment of our imagination? We are beginning to think so!
Can’t answer.
Do not feel qualified to answer.
Not in old, historic areas of villages.
Beyond the Foxley Fields development to join to it
In Crooks Lane. In grounds of Crookwood House. On the village hall
site (if alternative site available for village Hall).
Insufficient knowledge.
Next to Foxley Fields.
Top of Uphill – end of Crooks Lane.
Land opposite Ballingers. Uphill.
Extended Foxley Fields to make it larger and thus feel like a real
community not- like many think- outside the village. Most if not all of
private new build over the last years has been for large houses but
mostly occupied by only two people – there has been no 2/3 bed

building which has a need. Perhaps Manor Farmyard will correct this
trend.
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52

Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70

West of Urchfont.
Peppercombe. Land opposite Ballinger’s.
Bellinger’s, Peppercombe.
No
Keep the countryside think of the wildlife.

Rookery Farm House. Redhourne Court.
London!

Goosehole Farm. Redhone Crossroads
In fields towards Potterne.
Opposite Ballinger’s.

The Manor Farm development having been given almost the go-ahead
needs to include affordable housing. The density is an issue as it
creates more problems – e.g. car parking – high pollution from
unnecessary street lighting etc surely after Manor Farm there are
enough houses here?
Perhaps take advantage of ‘is filling in’ sites in Wedhampton.
Nowhere is going to be ‘is suitable’ is. The centre of the film village
project has had problems. How on earth do you think you’re going to
please everybody especially on your doorstep ‘a’ or not’ a’

Not sure as haven’t lived here long.
A4/84. Do not know where suitable land is available a proper map
would help.
Between Rookery Farm and Uphill.
In Manor Farmyard.
If it was possible the field passed Geoffrey Potter and down
Crookwood Lane.
Opposite Ballinger’s, Uphill.

No.

Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12

Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16

Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5

Specifically the ability of people to cross the B3098 around the
Stonepit Lane corner.
Opposite Ballinger’s.
No.
Possibly in the brownfield site adjacent to Rookery Farm.
Redundant farmland which farmers wish to sell. Field opposite Manor
on other side of B3098.
Lydeway. Near Planks.

-

Opposite entrance to The Paddock and Blackboard Lane on south side
of B3098.

Opposite Ballingers, south of B3098.
Gun Park, to east of cemetery lane.
Uphill.
Between Foxley Fields and Lydeway.

Land on the southern side of the B3098, between Stonepit Lane and
New End, but, single storey dwellings only.
This is a difficult question to answer without the knowledge of land
ownership. However, within the village boundaries is crowded so the
only options for multiple housing are on the village edges.
The field on left after Stonepit Lane.
Manor Farmyard.

AlongB3098 opposite Ballingers / The Paddock.

Uphill Franklin’s Farm

Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19

Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95

Item SH96
Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99

Item SH100

Item LJ21
Item LJ22

Opposite Ballingers. Opposite the Manor, Easterton Road.

Opposite Ballingers.
Road leading up to Ridgeway – small development.
On land between Franklins Farm and Lydeway, ie land which is not
already conjested with housing.

Possibly opposite Ballingers (marked on map). Uphill (marked on
map).
Infilling elsewhere if possible.
Area around Franklin’s Farm currently has little housing. Wherever it
is built it needs to be sympathetic to existing housing.

Housing should not go beyond the present village boundaries in either
Wedhampton or Urchfont.

Any garden large enough to take a property.

At Foxley Corner

North of Uphill Farm. North of Foxley Fields/Lane.
 Field opposite Ballinger’s
 Top Crooks Lane on L
 Wildman’s.
No. 19 houses in Manor Farmyard is enough development.
No, Manor Farm development is more than sufficient for a community
this size now and in the future.
The land of the Bell Caravan and Camping Site which already has
wide access road directly from the A342 with bus stops adjacent and
facilities locally at the Old Potato Yard.
Wedhampton should only be suitable for infill development and not
large-scale unless better access to busses and services provided.
Urchfont and Lydeway are better placed to take up more development.

Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101

Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110

Item SH111

Item SH112

Outskirts of village, eg Franklins Farm, Uphill

Opposite Ballingers?

Opposite Ballingers between New End and Stonepit Lane on main
road.
1. Opposite Ballingers (next to Stonepit Lane).
2. Crooks Lane (right hand side when entering from B3098,
presumably the grain store there will be superfluous in the future when
the Snooks build their new store behind the cemetery.
3. Village Hall site –developer to build on existing site with the proviso
that a brand new stte of the art village hall is built elsewhere in the
village.
On the outskirts of both villages to avoid additional traffic coming
through the village centres

Uphill opposite Foxley Fields
Opposite Ballingers.
Ballingers Field.
I do not know the area enough. However the Parish Council needs to
be much more objective in its view on new houses. At present it
appears that decisions are made with too much emotion and too much
of a bias in favour of members of the community. It must be an honest,
impartial body.
Uphill. Potterne Road from Hales Farm.
Opposite Ballinger’s – B3098.

Possibly field by Foxley Fields called Lancasters. (Northern part of
field).
There is very little land remaining available within the village. I would
not wish to see development south of the B3098. The area east of
Urchfont might be most suitable.
Wedhampton– a linear village, therefore new houses should be built as
infill between existing properties. The current road network in
Wedhampton does not permit any developments greater than one or
two houses.
I have reservations about the ‘allocation’ of land. I feel it is open to
abuse by those with special interest. A small group of local residents

Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10
Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5

could push through a pet project. However a cap on house numbers
could be unwise, depending on the project.
No!
Wildman’s Garage. Field by Farmers Field/Cemetery Lane.
1. Next to Foxley Fields
2. Cuckoo Corner area.
 Paddock behind Peppercombe bungalow.
 Field opposite Ballinger’s.
Opposite Blackboard Lane on B3098 (i.e. opposite Ballinger’s).
No more homes in Wedhampton
After Stone Pit lane, on the plain side before Urchfont manor entrance.
This would then feel like the village settles in on both sides of the road
and drivers would pay more respect to the road.

East of Urchfont towards Lydeway
We do not need any housing in Wedhampton. It needs to remain a
small hamlet.

Lydeway / manor Farm

In Urchfont village not in Wedhampton

Lydeway
Lydeway – Extend Foxley Fields
No

Between Wedhampton and Urchfont
Opposite Ballingers
Land behind Peppercombe
Village Hall grounds (if new village hall built!)

Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126
Item SH127

Peppercombe
Wildman’s Garage

Peppercombe close area.
Top of Crooks Lane left-hand side opposite first part of Foxley Fields.
Blackboard Lane.
Lydeway – Bell Caravan Park. Six – eight houses with three – four
affordable
Brownfield sites if there are any in the Parish – redevelopment at
Manor Farm Lydeway

Table 2: Question B2:
Which of the following aspects of road traffic in Urchfont Parish give you concerns?
Other please specify.
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7

Item SH 8
Item SH 9

Item SH 10

Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16

Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24

Bend in road outside Wildman’s Garage. The High Street.
None of the above

We live in a farming community and farmers need tractors
Quantity and size of tractor/trailer traffic now using the village. Please
work with farmers to find alternative route
Traffic calming humps could be placed near the corner/junction to
Village Hall from High St. Accept tractor traffic – farms are the
lifeblood of this village.
Please get tractors to slow down! The muppets driving those are more
interested in getting fast front A to Be than driving for the road
conditions!
This is a farming village. Of course there will be tractors and laden
trailers. Why move here if you don’t like it? Perhaps the tractors could
go a little more slowly to reduce the noise and rattling. It is pretty scary
for a child on the pavement opposite the Shop when a farm vehicle
roars past

We have natural traffic calming measures in and around the village
with parked cars and potholes
Although I believe tractor traffic is a worry we do live in a rural
village! (I.e. farming community. Perhaps an alternative road each end
of the village could be created taking larger tractor– lorries away from
the centre of the village?
Proposed changes to the access to the playing fields are forcing people
(often unaccompanied children) to walk down roads not suitable for
pedestrians. These decisions are being made before the results of this
consultation are known!
Excessive roadside parking.
Excessive roadside parking.
Don’t see above is areas of concern.

1. B3098 from Blackboard Lane South West to Goose Farm.
2. B3098 – the turning into Crooks Lane is not easily seen; many
people walk to and from the main road (B3098). The speed is
not at present restricted – speed limit of 30 mph max
(preferably 20 mph) should be imposed on the B3098 before

the road dips into the entrance to Crooks Lane and should apply
to traffic travelling from Heydown/Foxley House.
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31

Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34

Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44

Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49

Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52

In the night the tractors speed up thinking there is no one around

Inappropriate parking is of more concern, especially in:
 Blackboard Lane
 Manor Close on bend
 High Street (Friars Lane end)
 Blocking footpath at end of School Lane
Tractor traffic through the village centre.
Try for 20 mph from The Old Forge to Cuckoo Corner/Blackboard
Lane. Extend 30 mph to village gates on B3098 install ‘your speed is’
type signage at Ballingers like entry to Pewsey just before petrol
station.

I fully realise that this is a farming area but the tractors tend not to slow
down for other traffic and carve into the verges, especially the top
Green and go onto grass rather than waiting for the traffic especially at
the Orchard.

Parking. Speed of cars on the lanes.
This is a working farming village we need the tractors
Building development traffic. Care must be taken that there is
appropriate access for vehicles, delivery materials etc to building sites.
Also the excessive damage to highways by such vehicles.

Continuing use of mobile phones by both car and contractor drivers.
Extending speed limit from Cemetery to beyond Crooks Lane entrance
(and enforce it!)
 Excessive speed on the B road through the village.
 Tractors speed through the village.
 A 20 mph speed through the village, as Great Cheverell has,
would help to solve this problem.
Tractor traffic diverted via Holloway i.e. south of Newsyde and the
Croft.
The Highway Authority foolishly refused to extend the 30 mph limit
beyond the Manor turning and the adjacent farm. The 50 mph signs of
pointless! In uphill some cars drive excessively just down to the stables

Item SH53

Item SH54
Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64

Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72

Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79

at Franklin’s Farm and it’s a rat run to the 8342. Some cars travel as
fast as 50 to 60 mph.
This is a working village which has had to diversify in many ways i.e.
instead of driving cattle up the High Street and leaving behind
pancakes now you would like that either would you, farmers have
become haulage and building contractors and mostly arable. Thanks to
E.U. and Brussels ‘sprouting’ is off. I agree they are not slowing down,
always on a mission. They have to drive to the condition of the road
i.e. width and bends and not say they are not breaking the speed limit.
The Highway Code is a good suggestion to read and hand out to the
young drivers who treat their machines like toys. ZERO
TOLERANCE.

No concern – this is a working village with farming at its heart.
Tractors are a way of life in Urchfont
Improved condition of pavements especially dropped curb opposite
Urchfont Motors to help wheelchair users and buggies. Discourage
parking on pavements.
Speed of tractors – links to excessive speed.
I worry about the numbers of vehicles that need to be parked on the
roads through the village.

As per B2 the corner around Stonepit Lane. Would think the extension
of the pavement along the stretch heading to Easterton could be
possible. This would allow better visibility for those crossing from the
village. Plus Red Strips in road at beginning and end of village like in
Easterton– alerting drivers they are entering a 30 mph zone.

From the 30 mph road sign on the B3098 i.e. coming from Foxley
Corner to the Triangle turning into centre of Urchfont.
If possible – limit motor traffic, especially tractors at school times so to
allow our children to cycle to school.
Between the 30 mph boundaries, the Wildman bend, speed calming
measures – not just the ‘yellow jacket brigade’ but flashing warning
signs similar to those on the Andover Road near Etchilhampton Bend

and coming from Devizes by the Stert junction, traffic calming speed
humps. The MOD provide new roads for military vehicles across
SPTA. Tractors could have the same with bridges to cross from one
side of the field to another across the main road.
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16
Item CW17

Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24

Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2

Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6

Width of tractor traffic a problem.

On-road parking.
The need for tractor traffic is fully accepted. However, drivers don’t
seem to appreciate that such massive vehicles – often with fully laden
trailers – are quite intimidating when driven at 15-20mph through
narrow village roads. Why can’t their drivers be more considerate?
I have lived in the district for approx. 60 years. I expect to see tractors,
as this was a farming village, not a town. My thanks to the teams who
look after the village.

Speedwatch group do a good job!
As a village you don’t expect (and I don’t want) pavements
everywhere but common sense would be good, why don’t tractors, hay
wagons, etc, avoid driving through the village especially around The
Green between 8.50 – 9.10 and 3.10 – 3.35ish.More people are now
driving to school as come from outside – no-one wants another
Woodborough!
State of roads.
Specific concern over growing size of tractor traffic and associated
trailers combined with illegal use of Wildmans Garage junction raises
safety concerns.

Farm tractors are inevitable but contract lorries are too big for such
small roads.

Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96

Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25

Areas of flooding, Foxley Road (Crooks Lane) onto main road.
School parking Blackboard Lane.

We do not believe that any of these are a major issue, anywhere within
the village.

There is too much parking allowed at present on the High Street.

Urchfont High Street.

Excessive speeding on B3098 and volume of speeding traffic (Manor
end). Specific issue with risk to children, pets and parked vehicles.
I witnessed recently a tractor unable to stop when a car started to pull
out of the shop as it was going so fast that it had to mount the
pavement narrowly missing the wall of Orchard Cottage. Fortunately
there were no pedestrians in the tractors way. Tractors are a vital part
of this community – but they should CRAWL along the High Street
and Back Street and Cuckoo Corner. I fear for my children’s safety.
However the same could be said for speeding traffic along the 30 mph
main road too!

Parked vehicles restricting access for tractors.

Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31
Item LJ32

Item LJ33

Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39

Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107

Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112

Parking. Particularly those who continually block pavement lowering
areas and on pavements.

With reference to tractor traffic, where we fear the size and speed of
the vehicles within the Parish is sometimes a concern. We have to
make provision for their movement as its central to the economy of the
Parish.
The corner at the junction with Peppercombe is a disaster waiting to
happen – we need 20mph in this area, and better protection for
pedestrians.
This is a farming community still. We should not make moves to
restrict their access, but try to improve movement. There seems no
good reason why traffic from the Potterne road to the Wedhampton
road could not go via Blackboard Lane if access to the main road were
better, and around the Green was improved. Of course, there is the
problem of the safety of the school access, but that’s already and issue
at in/out time.
Far too many cars parked in the road/street.
Parking. Pot holes.
School parking in Blackboard Lane.
Tractor traffic through the village could be eased by no parking on Top
Green. They would be able to come out at Blackboard but visibility
needs improving to come out onto the main road. Tractors have long
bonnets, before the driver can see right, he is halfway into the road.
We have to accept that Urchfont is largely a farming community.
Through the narrow lane in the village from the Triangle to the top
Green.
Tractor traffic only with regard to speed and use of mobile phones.

In a village which has narrow pavements and in places no pavements
are tall I believe we need to protect pedestrians especially on the walk
and cycle to school. Bizarrely when there are more cars parked on the
roads all traffic – including tractors have to slow down so I would
encourage parking outside of your house! Need more safe cycle/walk
routes to Devizes and around the village.

None of these.
Traffic danger to horse riders and cyclists.
The idea that tractors should be barred from a rural village seems

Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119

Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9

Item BD10
Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2

ridiculous, the farmers were here first.
Car parking causing tractors to have to drive over the Green edges.
Bodmans tractors at the Triangle in High Street. Tractors eroding top
Green edges.
Where no pavements exist 30 mph limit should be applied.
We don’t object to tractors per se. They could drive a little slower!
Whole village should be 20 mph limit. Sleeping policeman needed.
Volume of traffic using Crookwood Lane.
1. Residents
2. Farm vehicles
3. School vehicles access – twice a day x 40 weeks
4. Shortcut alley – commuters (Potterne to B3098).
Poor road surface condition in Wedhampton. Road not resurfaced for
over 20 years.

Exit from Wedhampton onto the A342 is hazardous

Articulated lorries on what are country roads/lanes and erosion of the
kerb areas which subsequently develop into larger & more dangerous
potholes. This then leads to stones & other debris to be kicked up by
speeding motorists

In particular – very dangerous intersections onto A342. A very bad
accident waiting to happen with traffic on A342 going at 50mph plus

Heavy plant farm traffic destroying public
Happy with tractors – it is a rural area after all and farmers need to go
about their business!

Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126
Item SH127

Obstructive parking in High St. School parking Blackboard Lane

Excessive and inconsiderate on-street parking

I fully understand that tractors are likely to use village roads but they
should observe speed limits and take more care.
Please consider extending the 30 mph limit on the B3098; and High
Street to 20 mph. This is urgent.
A342in Lydeway is a total disgrace. Speed far too high – should be 30
and pedestrian crossing badly needed.

Table 3: Question B3:
In which areas of Urchfont Parish do the traffic problems you specified need the most
urgent attention?
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6

Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11

Item SH 12
Item SH 13

Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16

Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22

1) Bend in road outside Wildmans
2) The High St

Main Road
Extension of 30 mph limit on bypass to include exit from Crooks Lane
and at other end of Urchfont beyond the cricket field
Speed of traffic on B3098 and through the residential streets of e.g.
High Street / Blackboard Lane. Please reduce speed limit to 20 mph in
the residential area and 30 mph on the B3098 out to the gateways
signs.
Between Pond and Village Shop
B3098 – speeding. Black board Lane – school parking. High Street and
Back Street – tractors and HGVs
B3098 from Foxley Fields out to the West of the village.
Parking around the Green and Blackboard Lane especially during the
school run
Fast tractor and other farm machinery driving past the Lamb Inn and
the Shop. Intimidating, dangerous for old people and children – not to
mention cats/dogs. Ideally alternative roads/tracks could be built but
otherwise at least a 15 mph limit in this area (between the two Greens
at least).
None
Around the actual village (not main road – I don’t see this as a
problem) speed should be reduced i.e. between ‘triangle’ & Blackboard
Lane to main road.
Anyone who has driven the community bus deliver children to school
will realise the urgent need for a footpath system around the green
area. This area, during start and end of school day is an accident
waiting to happen!
Around school entrance road leading into Blackboard Lane, around top
green especially school opening & closing. Do people not walk to
school any more?? Tractor bypass
With the exception of the B3098, A342 and the road connecting
Lydeway to Foxley cross, all village roads should be 20 mph and the
30 mph should be extended to encompass the junction at Crooks Lane
on the B3098. Maybe some red tarmac could remind drivers they are
entering a 30 mph area
Speeding traffic.
Speeding through traffic. Roadside parking.
Not applicable.
In the village on the narrow roads
B3098. High Street.

Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43

Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53

Item SH54

Item SH55

From Blackboard Lane to Wildman’s Garage through the village.
Beyond each end of 30 mph limit.
Through traffic, particularly past shop and pub.
Past the pond and passed both Greens
High Street to pub/village shop.
Blackboard Lane (school parking). Consider bulk hay/straw transport
to Bodman’s Farm to use (better) access along Marsh Lane thus
avoiding the High Street/Green.
Tractor traffic.
From Cuckoo Corner to the Pond but it’s difficult with residents
parking.
Reduce speed on the A342 to 40 mph and make safe provision for
pedestrians and cyclists.
The High Street.
Back Lane. High Street.
Back Lane.
Main through road, especially near Triange.
From bottom Crooks Lane main road through to main street
Wildman’s Garage.
Traffic coming into the village and crossing road opposite Wildman’s
Garage which is blind spot.
All of it.
30 mph signs placed before the junction of Brocks Lane
At either end of the village. The speed limit needs to be reduced. It
concerns me greatly that cars speed out of the village and my children
are having to cross a very busy main road to catch the bus to school.
Highway maintenance to Crooks Lane and Uphill
End of Crooks Lane where road meets A road in Urchfont.
B3098 entry both from East and West.
On approach to village from Foxley Corner.

Bottom of Crooks lane.
Speeding in Ballinger’s area and within the 30 mph limit of the B3098.
There is a genuine danger crossing the road some vehicles speeding up
45 mph.
It’s everywhere, not just the centre of the village. The drivers are not
thinking at all. They are in their mean machine and domestic cars are
worse. “Get out the way I’m coming through”. Can’t educate
ignorance. Action not nanny “please don’t do that” “aha”. Tin tacs
police bumps
Coming into Urchfont from Wedhampton the bend and the dip with the
turning to Foxley Fields and the Bench out of the village by the Manor

Farm.
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64

Item SH65
Item SH66

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69

Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1

Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8

Just on the edge nearer 30 mph signs, moving speed limit further rout
would help.

Through the village by school and duck pond.
Parking is a problem from moving traffic and pedestrians – specifically
from the B3098 to the Pond and B3098 to the Green.
Remove parked cars from the high Street
Install pavement in front of Townsend Cottages, opposite the Croft.
Discourage roadside parking by people who have driveways and
garages but are too lazy to use them.
Between the Shop and Pond.
Entrance to the village at the “June Turnbull’ Triangle. The ability to
cross the road at this point. Also the danger of pedestrians crossing to
the proposed pedestrian path at Cuckoo Corner.
High Street. B3098. Speed limit of 20 mph particularly on corners.
High Street/Friars Lane.
High Street into Back Street.
B3098 through the village – Urchfont.
Foxley Crossroads.
On the 3098.

The main through road.
5/4 Along the B3098
3/2 Along High Street and Back Lane/The Green.
Cuckoo Corner. Blackboard Lane. B3098 from beginning to end of
Urchfont habitation.
Upper Green to Nag’s Head and particularly the corner by the Club
House.
Near the cemetery. The 30mph limit should be moved back opposite
the road to Foxley Fields
As you approach the village, the 30mph area needs to include the layby and turning up to Foxley Fields.
Around the Top Green during school drop-off and collection.
High Street to Cuckoo Corner.
Blackboard Lane.
Past The Lamb to The Green and Cuckoo Corner.
High Street, Blackboard Lane, Cuckoo Corner, Top Green.

Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12

Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21

Item CW22

Item CW23
Item CW24

Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2

Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9

From the pond to the village hall and shop.
Excess speed of tractor traffic through centre of village – particularly
during school drop-off and pick-up.
Entrance to The Croft.
Junction of High Street and B3098 for crossing pedestrians.
Junction of Peppercombe Lane and Back Street at Church Farm House.
High Street.
Around the Top Green.
Windoms Corner.
From Cuckoo Corner (no pavement) down Back Street and High Street
(narrow road, effectively single carriageway for much of its length,
plus difficult corner / junction).
Junction of B3098 and Blackboard Lane – improve sight line for traffic
joining main road.
Junction of B3098 and The Paddock, parked vehicles in Paddock often
too close to main road, plus vehicles parked on Ballingers often block
drivers view towards Mkt. Lavington.
The main B road running through the village and the road around the
top green and The Lamb.

Blackboard Lane at school time.
Crooks Lane to Townsend.
Newsyde Farm to Stonepit Lane.
B3098 – Speeding in and out of the village.
High Street – parking.
High Street / The Green – speeding.
High Street, The Green, B3098.
Poor visibility on Blackboard Lane when joining main road.
Parking in The Paddock too close to junction with main road.
‘Tractor’ traffic in the vicinity of the school at drop-off and pick-up
times causes unnecessary congestion.
TheGreen.
The High Street.
The 30 mph limit extended to after the turning for Foxley Fields and
after the turning for the cricket club / Oakfrith Woods.
Main road through village.
New End Speed Limit 40mph?
Restrict size of vehicles using the main road through the village or
provide alternative parking for residents. Footpaths in areas of the
village where pedestrians must use the road.
Uphill farm and domestic traffic too fast.
Speed of tractors along the High Street towards The Green.
Cuckoo Corner, Green either side, High Street.
Cuckoo Corner if new footpath introduced.
Speed of cars through the village on main road and inconsiderate

Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17

Item LJ18
Item LJ19

Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87

Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96

parking (e.g.around school/village hall)
Easterton Road.
Between the triangle and exit to Pottern.
Wear and tear on the road to the north of Top Green.
Speeding on High Street. Parking on Blackboard Lane adjacent to
school.
Consideration be given to speeding through the village and large farm
vehicles and machinery
Top Green to High Street.
High Street Urchfont.
Areas of flooding, Foxley Road (Crooks Lane) onto main road.
School parking Blackboard Lane.
Main Road.
Resiting of 30mph sign to include Foxley Fields and New End.
The High Street.
Blackboard Lane – School parents’ traffic.
Corner of Blackboard Lane and main road – visibility poor.
Extension of speed limit to both sides of the village to Self’s Farm
(Goosehole Farm? ) and to Crooks Piece turn (Crooks Lane) and hill
the other side.
Narrowing road between the High Street and the Green.
There needs to be recognition that as long as vehicles are properly
licensed and insured, they are legally committed to use any of our
roads – and of course, keep the speed limits. Highways should be
maintained to cope with traffic that is using it. If speed is seen as an
issue, then flashing indicators such as are used in Devizes are less
divisive in the village than the use of residents’ with speed cameras.
The only exception could possibly be the Wildman’s Bend where poor
visibility is an issue, so speed could be lower than 30 mph.
High Street to top Green.
Central village. B3098.
High Street from the duck pond to B3098
Main road. B3098.
Speed of traffic coming from direction of Market Lavington at bend to
Urchfont village by triangle near Wildman’s Garage. Dangerous when
turning right here
Also speed of vehicles near Newbury Cottage at junction with
Peppercombe Lane due to a sudden narrowing of road and blind bend.
High Street and main road through the village.

On main road through Urchfont village.
B3098 where it goes through the village.
High Street – Back Street – top – Green – Cuckoo Corner. School
parking on Blackboard Lane.
Reduction of speed limit to 20 mph needed along the High Street Back

Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99

Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23

Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31
Item LJ32

Item LJ33

Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36

Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39

Street, the Green, Cuckoo Corner and Blackboard Lane. More reasons
to go at 30 mph on main road through Urchfont other than occasional
CS W e.g. traffic calming measures.
Back Street/the Green – speeding tractors and cars – main road through
the village – vehicle speeds too high.
From Cuckoo Corner through the High Street to 30 limit. Blackboard
Lane. The Bottom.
A342 Lydeway – speed and noise. A342 turning towards Urchfont
where bollard is badly placed requiring large vehicles to go the wrong
side to pass it – a roundabout would be better.
B3098 through the village. Large tractors going through the centre of
the village.
High Street.
From the Triangle in the High Street to the Pond.
Speak to the farmers and ask them to slow down through the village.
Other speeding is being addressed by speedwatch teams and could be
addressed further by local policing and an improved uniform presence,
preferably traffic police.
Top Green during school drop off time, vehicles restrict access for
other vehicles.
Blackboard Lane.
The Green (Top) past The Lamb to church corner.
It happens all around the village.
1. The main road.
2. Tractors travelling at speed in village.
30mph speed limit should be extended from Blackboard Lane to
Newsyde Farm.
All roads in the village.
Past the school on Blackboard Lane, through the High Street.
Creating parking for the school would make a huge difference,
especially if it avoided Blackboard Lane.
Between pond and the Green.
Exit from Blackboard Lane onto the main road.
Along main road from Blackboard Lane to entrance to cricket ground.
Near the Triangle.
30mph limit should be on Wedhampton side of the entrance to Crooks
Lane.
School pick up - there is not enough good parking.
High Street.
1. Crooks Lane – main road junction on entering village needs signs to
slow traffic down, before this junction.
2. Pot holes Uphill.
High Street –Tractor traffic
Blackboard Lane – parking.
Entering Urchfont from Wedhampton direction. Speed limit needs to
be moved to protect Crooks Lane junction.

Item LJ40

Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107

Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6

Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9

1. Extend 30mph limit to Foxley Fields.
2. Excessive speed on B3098.
3. Inconsiderate tractor driving.
The corner of Wildman’s Garage in Urchfont.
A limit of 20 mph through the village (Urchfont) would be good.
Through the village – Blackboard Lane to Nag’s Head
High Street.
On the walk to school – Bend by the Club house could use large
mirrors? No path pavement walking alongside the top Green. Limited
vision crossing from the Matons house to the signpost. Cycle route to
Lavington/Devizes would really open up our village for everyone –
take strips of land/hedgerow/pavement.
The B3098 – both the East fringe by Newside Farm and also the West
End of the village by Crooks Lane.
See above.
Areas where poor surfaces make pedestrians and cyclists move out into
the road.
Excessive speed on the A342.
Top Green – Green Farm side. This has been eroded by 1 m at least
this year. More car parking restrictions are necessary.
During the maize harvest (two – three days) there was an average 16
tractor and trailer movements per hour for not less than six hours each
day. The village was not built to take the size of tractors and their huge
loads driven by drivers who generally do not care about the adverse
impact they have on the community. Imposing weight limit in the
village. Maize harvest is only one example of heavy tractor
movements- hay, straw, rubble, earth and manure.
New Ground and entrance to Foxley Fields
Foxley Corner.
 High Street (Clubhouse/Peppercombe Lane).
 Green (top) plus Cuckoo Corner.
Crookwood Lane. HIGH STREET (from Green Farm to village Pond.)
Wedhampton needs road resurfacing urgently.
By the pond, the top green, cuckoo corner & farmers field boundary
move the 30mph signs to the parish edges!
Improving visibility when exiting Wedhampton onto the A342
Exit from Greengate Road & High Street Wedhampton.
Control of tractor traffic up & down Public footpaths next to 48
Greengate Road Wedhampton.
Wedhampton
A342 between Lydeway and Wedhampton.

Item BD10
Item BD11
Item BD12

Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17

Item BD18
Item BD19

Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22

Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5

1) Junction B3098 and Wedhampton top entrance/exit
2) Speeding and calming measures between Lydeway and Wiltshire
Yeoman Pub A342
3) more frequent maintenance to verges on A342 between Lydeway
and Wiltshire Yeoman Pub.
4) Attention to both exits of Wedhampton onto A342 – we have been
saying this for YEARS
The three roads which meet at the junction near the garage. Particularly
the road from Wedhampton.
Our roads cannot cope with the volume of current traffic. Cannot see a
solution without spending millions on new bypass. This will not
happen!
A342 intersections to Wedhampton and Urchfont
Nowhere to walk or cycle safely along any of our major roads
This years Waite’slane in Wedhampton has been made impassable for
walkers by reducing the surface to a quagmire, since the introduction
of the enormous size and excessive use of contractual farm machienery
B3098 – High Street Wedhampton
Traffic speed behaviour on A342 to Uphaven is not good
Along A342 outside Wedhanpton/Lydeway speed restriction needed –
and pedestrian/cycling pathway Wedhampton to Planks and onto
Urchfont
1. Speed on the main road from west of Lydeway to Chirton – the
entire stretch of the A342 should be restricted to 40mph and it would
be nice to see some measure of enforcement. I cannot recall even
seeing speed checks being carried out in the 50mph zone.
2. Speed from Lydeway junction to Foxley corner should be restricted.
And enforced.
3. Speed on the B3098 from its junction with the A342 right through
to Easterton should be restricted to 40mph – other than in Urchfont
30mph zone.
Wedhampton 30mph too high as we have no sidewalks
Pulling on to main road from Wedhampton – especially south exit.
Does this exit/entrance need to be used? Very dangerous!
Possible 1-way system in Wehampton. Issues with access points to the
main road
In Urchfont High Street
In Greengate road Wedhampton
Main road at Walnut Close – speed of traffic in both directions
High Street
See B2
Blackboard lane at school times
Speed through the Bottom

Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

Item SH124

Item SH125
Item SH126

Item SH127

In Urchfont, High Street, The Green & Blackboard Lane
High street + Friars Lane - Uphill
Back Street
Top Green
The corner by Urchfont House
Move 30mph limit sign up to Foxley Fields
Between Witchell Lane and the High Street on the main road
High Street due to parking and generally the poor condition of the
village roads.
1. Main road round village.
2. Potterne Wick to Urchfont.
High Street; particular by Pond Green, corner by newspaper shop;
toward shops/pub and round top Green to Cuckoo Corner. Blackboard
Lane at school transport times.
Tractors driving past down the main street of Urchfont during school
run times. Especially concerning are the massive lorries carrying bales
as these can (and do) overturn.
Lydeway – A342
The junction of Crooks lane and B3098 where children cross the road
to catch the bus to school and traffic comes at 60mph or over.
Pedestrian access to Oakfrith wood and the playground during school
hours and cricket club access too

Table 4: Question B10:
The space below is for your comments on transport, infrastructure, jobs and the local
economy
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3

Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6

Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12

Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16
Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Last week I was in a Swiss valley surrounded by significant lumps of
granite - village population circa 300 broadband speed for 3mb. Phone
signal excellent. Maybe we could enter the century got to be filled in
I am not in favour of any extension to present business activity
If broadband speeds cannot be improved soon, could we as
parishioners ‘go it alone’? Can we bring some pressure to bear on
mobile phone providers to improve signal strength? Digital radio and
TV signals also poor
Farms are essential to the local community – stop moaning about
straw, smell or tractor traffic
The speed limits at each end of the village on B3098 should be
extended
Broadband and mobile phone coverage are pathetic in Urchfont.

I agree with the development of the Potato Yard complex but otherwise
keep and strengthen the farming within the village. This is the
mainstay of Urchfont both for employment and retaining the
agricultural nature of the village. Transport and infrastructure are fine,
no changes either wanted or necessary.

Retail outlets are a thing of the past! Self-employed or business people
can all work from a small space using modern technology – i.e. work
from home with good Broadband and mobile phone systems
See D6

Vastly & quickly improved Broadband is essential if we are to
encourage businesses and home workers to locate here.
Insufficient knowledge.

If connecting roads were safer to cycle/walk would create greater
access and opportunities for a range of individuals.
To encourage residents to use existing businesses more i.e. Village

Shop (ditto village community bus)
Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33

Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49

Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52

Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58

It is essential for the area to be served by faster broadband coverage, as
well as mobile and radio coverage. We cannot even access radio 4 on
BBC! Some road widening with essential speed restrictions is vital for
better, safer transport links.

Better broadband is a matter of urgency especially for people who need
to work from home.

Do not let the village be overdeveloped with too much industry.
Local employment to be encouraged as long as it is small scale and in
keeping with the local environment.
Poor broadband band connectivity is affecting the use of IT in our
school making it difficult for our children to access the Internet at
times.
No further industrial site
A cycle route that is safe should be established between Urchfont and
the villages of, Conock, Wedhampton and Chirton. At present the
A342 has to be negotiated, this is a heart in mouth horror. Also the
pavements along the A342towards Devizes need upgrading especially
round the Stert bends.
a) Ooer you will have Devizes Commerce after you taking
business away from the town. Joke.
b) -------c) Hello hello hello hello I’ll use the LAND LINE. Ah that’s
better, I can hear you know
d) Move the village to Lydeway or West Lavington.
e) ? Tapping one’s chin.

Too many large vehicles going through the village. Farm vehicles
could use the road to the back of Urchfont from 342.
We think the family run local businesses are ideal for a village location

but do not think we should be encouraging the building of office
blocks etc.
Speeding on the main road, particularly as vehicles enter the village, is
very bad. We live on Walnut Close and crossing the main road to walk
our dog is dangerous due to the speed of vehicles.
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61

Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79

We need better Internet connection so people can access job sites and
look for work from home. I also think if we had good masts for phones
that would benefit companies wishing to locate here as all companies
use the Internet to run and function in good working order. We need
3G coverage!
B5 – only small-scale development in keeping with the current rural
ambience. See points made in B2/B3/B4.

As a business that has been running in Urchfont from over 15 years. I
rent two holiday cottages in Urchfont. I have to say most if not all my
tenants bring a car so transport hasn’t been a problem. The most
important part of the local economy is The Lamb and the Shop. My
husband’s business is shortly moving to Etchilhampton so we will have
a large workshop empty but the council don’t want it to be used by
anyone else but ourselves which I feel is a waste.

Employment current sites need to be flexible enough to allow for
changes in use.
It is important that the community shop and Post Office thrive.
Urchfont infrastructure is highly commendable but will always be
governed by the size and age levels of the population.

The elderly and disabled require access to transport to take them to
hospitals. Urchfont is equal distance to most. To get an appointment in
RUH and a connecting bus back to Urchfont is difficult. One cannot
use a bus pass before 9:30 AM. One has to select a convenient time to
meet transport connection. A bus journey to hospital takes a whole day
– unrealistic in this day and age. Broadband and Cable needs
improving. Gas pipeline required and homes should be given an equal
opportunity to use Gas Energy to heat and cook. Disabled and Elderly
homes are reliant on SSE energy to power Economy Seven heating.
This is not a cost-effective source of energy. Aster
communities/Properties do not make reasonable adjustments (another

issue), however Gas should be available just as easy as water is from a
tap.
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8

Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25

Item LJ1
Item LJ2

Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11

Working locally cuts down the need for transport, so benefits the
parish
Transport links to Devizes, Trowbridge, Swindon, Bath, etc, are more
than adequate.

Tractor by-pass not necessary. Agriculture is a core business in rural
areas. Movement of agricultural vehicles on public highways is
necessary. We live in the countryside, we expect and like to see them!

Plank’s would appear to be a good model of diverse business
development.

Better broadband and mobile phone signal is equally important and in
my view should be joint no. 5.
Better broadband and mobile coverage.
Parish council should push Wilts. Council to spend monies allocated
by government for improvements to broadband in rural areas especially
Urchfont.
Broadband remains a source of considerable frustration. Business
premises are less attractive than working from home, but there is
sufficient demand to justify this if within walking distance.

Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17

Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82

Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87

Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94

Item SH95
Item SH96

Item SH97
Item SH98

Poor public transport facilities at present, a vehicle is essential to
facilitate shopping and movement.

There needs to be a balance between all of the above (B9 business
facilities options) but most important there needs to be a proper IT
infrastructure (broadband and telephone) to encourage home working
and employment within the village.

We believe that it is vital to view the future of Urchfont as part of a
global community. Our ageing population needs to be supported by
wealth creating local jobs. Taking into account Wiltshire’s agricultural
heritage it could be that many of these jobs will be in areas such as
food processing and manufacturing for example in Haydons in Devizes
or the dairy in Westbury.
Support the existing businesses especially Agriculture by far the
largest, as well as new business. Encourage all to use existing transport
services, buses etc

A bus service should be provided to Pewsey Station as at present there
is not one from Urchfont or Devizes, i.e. West to East whereas there is
a service from South – North i.e. from Salisbury area.
More off Street parking e.g. High Street. School area.

Increased transport will potentially have a detrimental effect on the
rural character of the village. B3098 already used as a race track by a
huge percentage of drivers, which villagers should not have to police.
Allocated development sites, may not result in sympathetic cottage –
style industries/development (ref site after Burbage!).
A continually growing trend is for children to attend the primary
school who do not live in Urchfont. This is vital to keep numbers up
and the school open. The consequence of this is ‘is car chaos’ at certain
times of the day. The pub car park is not enough parking. Can someone
else be found? Bottom of school drive? Also perhaps tractors could be
persuaded to avoid this area at these times – it’s not for long!?!

Item SH99

Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101

To make this a United parish area -Urchfont, Wedhampton and
Lydeway- there should be safe and smooth pathways and cycle routes
between the three areas.
Car parking in narrow streets is an issue which should be considered
when any new build or conversions happen – each should have
adequate off-road parking spaces.
Better bus links to Devizes/Pewsey train station to include late evening
busses too.

Re-open the train links, perhaps at Lydeway.

Obviously we need better transport links to encourage new business.
Public transport is mediocre –no train services, very few buses.
1. Tractors in the village –these are part of country life and must be
accepted as such. However, the drivers of these machines must be
more considerate with regard to their speed to other road users and
pedestrians and they should not repeatedly break the law by using their
mobile phones whilst driving.
2. Signage – The Parish Council must be taken to task over the
abomination that has been placed by the pond.. As far as we are aware,
this was placed there without any consultation with the residents of
Urchfont.
3. The 30mph speed limit should be extended to Newsyde and to the
top of the slope before Crooks Lane.
4. Consideration should be made regarding the introduction of a 20mph
speed limit in the bulk of the village of Urchfont.
5. Parents should be discouraged from driving their children to school
where practicable.
6. Traffic calming measures on entering the village should be
considered.
We need fibre in the village – it doesn’t need to go to individual houses
– only to the distribution points.

The community should aspire to being more than a retirement
community/dormitory area for further afield. The Planks Development
points the way.

Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107

Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111

Item SH112
Item SH113

Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7

1. Transport – better cycling links to Devizes/Lavington
2. Mobile phone – essential. Vodafone offering ‘FEMSELL’ for
villages like ours that are ‘NOTSPOTS’
3. Cycle path/mobility scooter path to PLANKS.

Further reducing speeds on the main road through Urchfont is
unnecessary. The farming communities of both villages are vital to the
fabric of our rural lifestyle. While the passage of tractors through the
villages may irritate some – they are vastly preferable to the lorries and
vans that would pass through the village if the farms diversify to
industrial units. The villagers should be very careful not to force such a
change. The farms do provide employment for local young people not
only themselves but also ancillary businesses.
See A5 for my reservations re the ‘allocation’ of land.
I think that it is unlikely that the amount of local businesses within the
Parish will change much as the current economical climate isn’t very
conducive to expansion. Not sure much money should be spent on this!

Existing brownfield sites within the parish should be used exclusively
for employment opportunities.
Farms should be supported and encouraged – but traffic needs
planning.
We have good transport with both national bus services and
community bus services.

It is not appropriate to stop tractors from using the parush roads or to
divert them.
A continued campaign to highlight the risk to specific tractor
drivers/farms would do the trick!
We know who they are and the right approach will work. It did in
Wedhampton in 1995-1998.

Traffic. Wedhampton has no footpaths on roads through the village. A
reduction in the speed limit should be mandatory or some form of
traffic calming, possible speed bumps could be installed. Road side
verges should be cut back to allow for proper/ existing roadway width

to improve safety. Noise should be considered and limited from any
additional commercial activity within parish.
Item BD8
Item BD9

Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16

Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5

Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

This is a farming parish, and has been long before any of us were born.
It is inconceivable to me that tractors require ‘a bypass’ however their
speed should be a matter or respect to residents & other motorist, now
especially with the size of tractors currently available, & in use.
Transport is always going to be a problem. In crucial parts of both
villages roads are narrow and making them wider is, in places
impossible without expensive demolition. A bypass is, on cost
grounds, never going to be a realistic ambition.
Improved broadband & mobile signal strength most needed – will
allow work from home options for many

Road maintenance. Filling pot holes NOT the most economic way of
improving road surfaces, ESPECIALLY if carried out as per
Wedhampton.

Vital to encourage local employment to increase / retain young
families. Broadband is crucial for working from home
A real bus service – connecting with railways and night time service

Railway station at Lydeway / The Clock
Small business units / workshops if garage closes
Reduction of speed by sensible ideas – traffic islands, roundabouts etc.

No comment

1. Potholes by top Green are a problem.
Organic growth is likely to be the by – product of better broadband and
mobile phone connectivity. Are there any farmor other buildings which
could be used as serviced office accommodation?

Item SH124
Item SH125

Item SH126

Item SH127

I doubt businesses can be encouraged if the opportunity for outlets is
not available. Therefore better transport access and/ or a greater
population to provide demand.
Unless the Parish is prepared to support a large industrial site I think
you have to be realistic about the type and scale of business that would
be attracted to a rural location so far from cities and what is important
to them – broadband, mobile phone signal.

Table 5: Question C3:
Are you aware of any other areas of the Parish you feel are worthy of consideration.
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16
Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28

Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37

Foxley Fields Green

All footpaths and walkways
Peppercombe Wood/Copse. The Bottom in its entirety. The Paddocks
amenity land, Filk Lane Wedhampton.

None.
We seem to have already lost our access to the playing fields – so what
value is this community plan!

Old centres of villages and areas adjacent to old/Listed properties to
retain old/existing charm

Insufficient knowledge.
Pond.
The whole pond area – no more signs!
Farmers fields are accessible via the appropriate land permission i.e.
footpaths etc. Quarry Wood is an important community space to
access.
Green area in The Paddock. Pond area at the bottom of (new) vicarage
garden. Permissive path along area commonly known as ‘snowdrop
walk’ and Colin Stones permissive path to the old Hill.
The paths (footpath and rights of way) around the parish.
The grassed area to the West of the Paddock-generations of children
have played there safely.

No.

Item SH 38

Item SH 39
Item SH 40

Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45

Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67

It would be very nice to have a bench at the picnic field on top of
Urchfont Hill, to sit and rest, admire the view. Nice place to rest your
feet from a long walk before carrying on your journey. Wouldn’t that
be nice?
Put a seat by picnic word on top of Urchfont Hill and admire views
over Urchfont.
If enhancement means is your view turning it into an amenity i.e. like
Oakfrith Wood has become. These places are lost i.e. The Baish should
be kept as it is so that the wildlife disturbed from other enhanced area
has a place to live

The farming land between Uphill/Foxley Fields has a beautiful view to
the Alton Barnes White Horse. This would be hugely spoilt if any
additional buildings were to be built.

The duck pond.

1) Keep the dogs off the B.
2) .
3) What’s left of it. Toys for boys with their grant ?machinery
parts one my council tax effect when it could have paid to fill
potholes
4) If the volunteers had enough playing about. Ask the family to
manage it. There’s plenty left and Ernie would have loved that I
expect.
5) Isn’t that privately owned? But what a shame the Mill has gone.
We could be laughing at high electricity bills IF.......

Roads down from the village Hall to sewage works and along the
Brook towards Martin Bodman.

Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11

Item CW12

Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4

All the footpaths.
No.

Peppercombe Wood.
Urchfont Wood.
Paddock Green.

Peppercombe Mill (?)
Nature Reserve
Holloway
Village Hall.
Cemetery.
Church and churchyard.

Cemetery
Allotments

Paddock Green, register as village green. Tree works also required to
enhance appearance and restore street lighting.

The cricket ground.
Manor grounds.

Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30

Is the area around the beech clump on the edge of the Plain within this
category (community spaces)
Village pond and ducks.

The pond.

We should allocate land for a wildflower meadow
Around the village pond – is this the Baish?

A number of small paddocks with high wildlife potential, especially for
barn owls, badgers, reptiles.
Peppercombe Woods
Peppercombe Wood

Peppercombe and the stream adjoining the “Old Mill”

Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1

Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6

No. However, the school should be prevented from taking over the
existing playing field by stealth. This site should be available at all
times, not when the school dictates. The school needs to be brought in
line.
Cricket and croquet clubs wooded area that backs onto Wedhampton.

The Triangle?
The Pond area.

Lots of children play on the Green in the Paddock-is this a village
green? May need protecting.

All of these spaces are equally important (i.e. very).
No.

Village Hall grass area – used frequently by parents and under fives for
recreation and meeting (rear ponies)
Unlike Urchfont, Wedhampton is in an AONB. Previous incarnations
of the local plan has identified that one of the most important
characteristics of our hamlet (Wedhampton) is its green open spaces
within the built environment. Some of these have been lost in recent
times. We must not lose any more with infilling of new houses or any
unnecessary building. Wedhampton also has a considerable higher
ratio of listed buildings than Urchfont and protection of this
Conservation Area should be high on any Plan considerations.
The new parish land in the Paddocks. the centre of the cul-de-sacs
could be cultivated and developed in a family orientated amenity

Item BD7

Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22

Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126
Item SH127

Wedhampton: open paddock area at entrance to village off Devizes
road beyond Lydeway on LHS. Currently having agricultural use.
Monitor any ongoing activity re potential use.

There should be no ,ore building in the centre of Wedhampton. The
most recent new build on the remaining “green lung” should never
have been allowed.

We must have proper and meaningful support from higher authorities
and organisations. In Wedhampton a field has been hedged around
with Leylandi – this is contrary to planning and AONB dictates but
neither body has done anything about it. Before long there will be a
section of road almost tunnel like. The view on entering Wedhampton
(year2) has already gone.

Cricket / croquet ground

No

The Green at the Paddock.

Peppercombe wood

Table 6: Question C5:
In what way should the Neighbourhood Plan protect and enhance the quality of the
built environment in the Parish?
Other, please specify
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16
Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23

There is still too much street lighting

Cut grass, tidy verges and remove litter from ALL Council land

Item SH 24

Replace the ugly sandbags on the bank at Townsend with a suitable
retaining wall.
This question was not set out properly. The lead the reader to assume
that the choice was on the previous page in total. No indication was
given to the choices on this page.

Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31

Not a problem within – it’s the access to neighbouring villages etc
We didn’t miss the two points above!

Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38

By saying yes to ‘traditional materials of construction’ this should not
stop ‘none-street scene’ locations from having modern constructions
i.e. steel//glass etc

Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54
Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3

If the speed of cars through the village was cut. It would then be safer
pedestrians, cyclist to have the proper use of the roads and lanes.

Slowdown. Are we talking green space or Greenpeace. All we are
saying is give peace a chance.

Preservation of green space throughout the village is of great
importance.

Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85

Less speed through village

To find two more once I’d turned the page was annoying!

This is confusing – all other questions have five choices – this has
eight all with the same merit!

Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31
Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111

Dedicated cycle paths away from main roads.
Apologies for error completing C5. It appeared that the choices were
on page 9 until I turned to page 10.

Pond area to be protected and respected when new Manor Farm
development is finalised.

Different and modern can be beautiful too!

Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10
Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10

Eight choices – how does 1 to 5 work?
Current levels of suburban clutter should be removed – five benches
round the pond?!? The ‘sign’ too much – spoils the rural character.

Good

No more building in Wedhampton and resurfacing of roads would
improve appearance
Improve Bridleways and By-ways – to access more parts of the parish

Wedhampton suffers from a very untidy entrance and exit to and from
the village. Work should be carried out to change this.

Do not build anymore houses in Wedhampton

Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126
Item SH127

Please could you do a survey on the top ten sites villagers require safe
pedestrian access to and work on these as a priority

Table 7: Question C8:
The space below is provided to allow you to make your own comments on other areas of
the environment which you feel need improvement.

Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7

Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16
Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25

Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31

Stop the removal of trees along the footpath from Stonepit lane
towards the cemetery. Also stop the dumping of garden waste next to
this footpath by adjoining householders
Street litter clearance could be improved with an organised voluntary
litter collectors scheme as some already do
Define neglected. If you mean manicured verges at the expense of
wildflowers then No. This is the country not chocolate box suburbia

Roads (internally not just the main road). Potholes etc etc
Re-C7 we don’t want an urban landscape (e.g. concrete kerbstones,
modern streetlamps and irrelevant street signage and yellow lines). We
don’t know of any’ neglected’ areas in the villages with the exception
of many of the road surfaces e.g. Wedhampton and Uphill, Urchfont

Insufficient knowledge.
Road surfaces at present are disgraceful particularly road and footpath
in the Orchard. Road drainage, gullies not cleaned out hedges etc are to
be cut back wherever they reduce the width of footpaths.
Don’t be too tidy
Upkeep and maintenance of footpaths and bridleways in and around
village – to ensure use throughout the year.
Encourage residents to maintain (keep weed free) their own kerbside
areas (where safe to do so). Keep heavy vehicles off grass edges and
curbs.
Rebuild paths which are in need of repair/replacing. The green around
the pond should be protected and clearly defined.
Don’t like the villages too tidy.

Item SH 32
Item SH 33

Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66

The turning for Wedhampton off the A342 is a dangerous section of
road:
1. Restrict speed at this point of 30 mph.
2. Create a suitable verge/cycleway alongside the road 8342 near
Lydeway, Wedhampton.

This depends on the “s improvement’ as this is a country village and
should be allowed to remain sane.

The verges passing The Manor and Cricket Field on B3098 be
converted to footpath.

Health and Safety –
1) Dog who dogs on leads.
2) Ban Bonfires Domestic and Business wind carries it
everywhere
3) Fence pond. Fear stricken at the Fun around Pond and stalls
right up to the edge. Children orientated. Well attended. Mum
& Dad enjoying Wine Beer and chat. Accident waiting to
happen!!

The village is very untidy people don’t do there gardens
Fill in the potholes on roads and pavement.
Alternative parking for the school away from Green and Blackboard
Lane.
A far more concentrated commitment to planting of hedges and trees

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79

Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18

especially South of the B3098 and the A342 at present it is dire.
Farmers Field and trees need training to allow easier walking within.
Improvements to foot paths and verges requires attention.

Pedestrian footpath from Stonepit Lane allowing safe crossing to
village.

Road and pavement services. More off-road parking sort.

The Croft does not get a Street sweep/cleaner. The paths around raised
Irons drains, water standpipes or meters, drainage are uneven.
Undulating paths for the visually impaired (me) (and elderly) is
disconcerting when one falls or loses balance. Paths that have gaps to
allow mobility scooters should be marked on the road paths ‘keep
clear’ to deter or stop those that park and block access. Potholes. Film.

Cut back shrubs, hedges and trees that are overgrowing on to footpaths
and roads. Some have been cut but not far enough.

Weed control along roads and verges.
Effective pothole repairs to roads.
Road sweeping.

Top Green, in particular, is losing its edges (and hence, area) as a result
of erosion by large vehicles. Witness the current position of the granite
setts opposite the school’s pedestrian entrance. These setts were once
on the corner of the green. C7 should aim to ‘improve the neglected
and damaged areas’ of the village.
The triangle at the junction of The Bottom and the lane to Rose
Cottage, Cranfield, etc, also needs attention, being frequently driven
over.

Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87

Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93

Verges at Top Green and the pond need protecting. Wooden posts set
in the ground are not an eyesore – they have them at Lacock!

Turn off light (street lamps) after midnight to cut light pollution.

Footpaths need better access for wheelchairs

Any chance of the obtrusive signpost in front of the timeless Sarsen
stone being removed? What a waste of money.

Farm rubbish – (straw etc) should be dealt with by the farmers
concerned and cleaned up throughout the village.

We believe that any housing should be built to utilise the best in
modern design, building techniques etc. We should move forward and
not hang on to the past – as long as is done sympathetically. Planners
are there to determine standards, not us.

Condition of tarmac on pavements extremely bad and potentially
hazardous. Weed growth on verges and in gutters very unsightly as is
considerable quantities of straw from farm vehicles left on pavements
and in gutters and when wet becomes dangerously slippery.

Neglected areas can be excellent for wildlife; manicured areas are not

Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96

Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32

Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36

Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103

Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110

For safety reasons a footpath is needed along one edge of the top Green
for children getting to school. Also a footpath around Cuckoo Corner,
again for safety especially when school gate closed.
Stop any and all parking around the village pond.
Road surfaces.
Banking on B3098 opposite Ballinger’s.

Where are the neglected areas?

See C7. There are neglected areas that need tidying, some of which are
existing householders responsibility. We understand there are some
proposals (again residents not consulted) to pave an area on the green.
Perhaps the Parish Council ought to consult with the residents before
we are faced with another “fait accompli”.
Street lighting to be energy saving.
Better signage and rules to regulate dog owners against leaving mess;
this is becoming a big problem.

1. Uphill where the former sewage works were, has been left ever since
– all overgrown.
2. Ditches at Uphill.

The erosion of the edge of top Green. Improvements of parking for
library bus – perhaps bollards to ensure it is kept free, using the little
‘cut through’

Item SH111

Item SH112
Item SH113

Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1

Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9

Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13

The neglected areas of the village are part of the countryside. For
goodness sake please don’t mow and trim every part of the villages. In
Wedhampton to a natural verge was tidied without permission and now
motorists from Devizes use it as a car park! Its natural state was a
haven for wildlife and provided screening for livestock.
I have agreed to the development of a design statement to ‘inform’ new
development. This would therefore not be binding.
I strongly feel that the Greens need to be protected from erosion – look
at the historical pictures to see how much they have shrunk by.
Alternative car parking needs to be found/used as tractors squeezing
past marked cars causes instant and unrepaired loss of the Green.
All new build must include discreet storage areas for the 3+ wheelie
bins per house. Overhead cables to new developments should be re—
routed underground. Elec might be a problem but comms can go
underground.

Enhancing top Green or upper Green – the roadway near Green Farm
was not improved or resurfaced and is now in a dangerous state.
Control over height and density of conifer screening which has become
problematic within Wedhampton.
Cut back hedging etc., to allow safe egress from Greengate Road on
A342 particularly in the summer when vision is impeded.
Water table problems in Wedhampton need to be further investigated
as this is becoming a recurrent problem in wet weather, together with
drains and other standing water problems.
Too much over management of the village amenity will a) cost £,b)
create a false looking suburban state. c) require management time.
Nurture a sense of pride with parishioners instead.

Visibility exiting the village road onto the A342 is at times dangerous
due to the height of the grass on the verges. Achieving full width of the
road to aid the passing of vehicles coming in the opposite direction,
Wedhampton verges need urgent attention.
The leylandi hedge planted by the side of the exit road leading out of
Wedhampton is a mistake; it should never have been allowed and will
eventually obstruct both light and the vision out of the road. An order
must be made to limit its height.
Roads in village

Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19

Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22

Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26

Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

Item SH127

Provide roadside path from Wedhampton along A342 towards Planks
Farm Shop and Urchfont...or ensure reinstatement of public right of
way across field between Wedhampton and Planks

1. See previous comments regarding effectiveness of local level plans,
the perceived lack of support or understanding at county level. Some
years ago a house was erected in Wedhampton – before it was built
90% of the hamlets inhabitants opposed the proposal. Numerous
planners overlooked the objections. Democracy – where art thou?
2. There are far far too many road signs along the main road and
around Urchfont

Maintaining the original widths of roads by ensuring that verges are cut
back regularly
Improve road drainage where appropriate

De-clutter Pond and Pond Green area.
All verges should be kept tidier

Top Green verges
All roads through the village need to be re-done PROPERLY not just
pothole filling!

Keep verges e.g. on top Green in good repair. Traffic will continue to
encroach grass areas in poor repair or damaged. Replace large pile of
sandbags with stone wall to the front of Veranda House.

But I would prioritise creation of footpaths on roadside verges e.g.
around Cuckoo Corner and along the B3098 to get pedestrian access to
the cricket club and Oakfrith Wood – improve as I make safer / more
useful rather that pretty

Table 8: Question D3:
If you feel vehicle parking facilities need improving tell us how and where this could
be best achieved.
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10

Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13

Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16
Item SH 17

Item SH 18

Item SH 19

Item SH 20

Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25

Item SH 26

More off street parking is needed throughout
Homeowners have to park somewhere. The High Street properties do
not all have off-street parking so improvement may be problematic
Vehicle parking is not a problem
School parking in Blackboard Lane and around Top Green should be
stopped and transferred to the school grounds/playing field area
Ensure those properties with adequate space park their cars in them.
Stop roadside parking on pavements. Perhaps more parking in the
school grounds.
Not required
Somewhere for parents to park when dropping off and collecting from
school. The area along Blackboard Lane becomes impossible for large
vehicles to pass along at these times of day.
Why do people worry so much about Street parking? Vehicles on the
side of the road are very cheap ‘traffic calming’ system.
Parking in areas such as the High Street opposite the Lamb and around
Top Green act as natural traffic calming. Without them there would be
more speeding through the village.
Blackboard Lane parking going in and coming out of school times.
There needs to be spaces left so that people can park cars to allow
traffic to pass.
Somehow prevent long lines of cars with no spaces pulling in to avoid
oncoming traffic e.g. Blackboard Lane at the start/finish of school. The
High Street.
Urchfont – parking should not take place on the main roads/around the
pond or green. Off-road parking should be provided. No additional
houses should be built until parking has been properly addressed.
Only allow new housing development with realistic (2 to 3 vehicles per
household) parking capacity.
Vehicle parking needs improving.
There is a problem that, whether there is a solution, is a larger problem.
Sorry but I don’t have any suggestions. Any new developments should
obviously cater for this.

Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32

Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53

Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62

No.
Residents using their own driveways where available. School vehicles
encouraged to car share, use Lamb Inn car park and if local walk to
school.
Encourage (keep) off-road parking where possible. Car parking a part
of Manor farmyard development. (This would be chargeable)
Look to find land that could be used for off-street parking for
residences without parking space – terraced houses etc.
Difficult question to answer, as the road from the top Green round to
Wildman’s Garage are occupied by old houses, with little alternative
parking (if any).
A bus service to PEWSEY railway station at periodic intervals, daily.
If everyone use their garage, parking area, instead of converting
previous parking to family use, it would relieve parking to some extent.

Yes parking is needed but where could it be sighted?
Charges for out-of-town cars. Only one car/household free then a very
high ‘ibedroom’ tax on extra cars/exponential curve to aid calculation.

1. The High Street from B3098 (Wildman’s) through to the Pond.
2. Slip road by Club House through to Pond.
I can’t think of a suitable place for parking.

Less car parking would be required if local buses were better.
Central car parking is needed now and probably will become needed
more in the near future. We all have our cars! However where is the
space available centrally?
Already said. The individual has to make arrangements and not say I
don’t have anywhere to park the car. Don’t buy the property then. They
can park in my garden if they like for a small fee of course.

One of the fields as there are lots of them
See B3. School traffic to go to school car park - larger if necessary.

B3098 pond – parking on the side of road only and not in close
proximity to the Triangle. Are residents using their own off-road
parking areas? – Save congestion.
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65

Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69

Item SH70

Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76

Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79

Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4

The village should acquire the field at Manor farmhouse for parking
for the church and village Hall. More off-road parking at the school.
 Improve facilities around Pond, Church, School i.e. top Green,
Playing Fields.
 Demolish the house at the entrance to the school drive and
create parking area.
 Negotiate ownership of field behind Manor Farmhouse.
I feel people with drives or parking areas on their property could offer
them to near neighbours.

Limit all street parking so that there is adequate room for an
emergency vehicle e.g. fire engine to be able to quickly pass along the
village roads in an emergency. Limit parking in Friars Lane, The
Bottom, The High Street, Pond Green and Top Green.
Opposite Townsend Cottages there is a grassed area which is
completely unnecessary and could be made into a parking space the
mid-terraced cottages Townsend.

For a start people who have garages could use them for parking their
cars!
D/K!
Too many cars parked on High Street – make householders parking
their drives (maybe by use of double yellow parking lines!)
Lay by created in verge opposite pond for residents parking
Two or three bays created in top Green for residents parking.
Surface and marked parking area opposite Hales Farm.
Parking restrictions on pavement side of Blackboard Lane.
Too difficult.
In the Croft (an example) grassed areas are cut by Wiltshire Council or
Aster Property Management/Aster Communities. Vehicles are a
necessity for most households – work/shopping etc parking or lack of
parking spaces – to my disadvantage – has caused other individuals to
damage our mobility vehicle – other neighbours have become
antisocial to each other – since some families have two cars or three
and there’s not enough car parking bays. Reduce the grassed areas
make more car parks.

Impossible to achieve – but restrict number of vehicles allowed to park
on the public highway to a set number per household.

Item CW5

Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12

Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7

Item LJ8

Marked cycle ways from Wedhampton and Planks to the school should
cut out a few of the cars parking in Blackboard Lane. Those who have
facilities to park off-road should. Many are using their driveways or
garages for other purposes. This would stop the need for seeking extra
parking facilities.

Blackboard Lane at school-time.

There could be room for about 15 vehicles at the playing fields on the
south side of Crookwood Lane. This could relieve parking for school
drop-off and pick-up quite considerably, as well as improving parking
for the playing field itself and tennis courts.
Convert Top Green to a one-way roundabout.

People who have off-road parking should be encouraged to use it.
People who park on or across pavements should, however, be actively
discouraged. It is against the law, as well as selfish.
If an off-road parking area, such as that at the Trenchard Lines end of
the road out of Upavon was built, this would help. But, the current
state of village development precludes any such possibility

I do feel something needs to be done but I don’t know how!
No new development without adequate provision for parking within
the development.

Replacing roadside grass along the High Street, up Green Lane to Top
Green with waffle concrete where the grass grows upthro’. Vehicles
can be parked safely on it, taking the pressure off the road parking, but
the green remains.
Coming up from the Bottom to the High Street is particularly
hazardous. So many parked vehicles that one has to come half way
across the High Street to see if anything is coming from the left.
Someone to approach villagers who park cars without thought of

Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17

Item LJ18
Item LJ19

Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84

Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93

commercial vehicles.
Cars to be parked on owners ground whenever possible – not in the
road.
Requiring all new building to have provision for adequate parking.

Due to narrow roads and lack of driveways it is difficult to know how
parking can be improved in Urchfont.
School traffic and parking have always been an issue; identifying more
sites for this would be useful.
Existing facilities can be improved by more considerate parking by
residents and visitors. This includes parkiong on bens forcing cars
onto the wrong side of the road. Parking on pavements
inconveniencing pedestrians disabled etc. This could be achieved
through education, notices in newsletter and enforcement.
School parents - Potterne Lane (Crookwood Lane?) needs to be
developed into a parking area and yellow lines along Blackboard Lane
from Manor Close to the Top Green. Yellow line outside Scruses
cottage (West End Farmhouse) on the Top Green.
Yellow Line from the Croft to beyond the triangle (Redhorn Cottage
side)
Biggest issue in this village is the school run, which chokes
Blackboard Lane and the Green twice each day, with little
consideration for others. Effort should be made for access into the
school grounds only and encourage the use of bicycles and walking –
the village isn’t that big for those who live there! Ensure all new builds
have sufficient parking – suggest minimum three cars.

Urchfont was not built originally to accommodate two or three cars per
house. All houses should be encouraged to make room for off-road
parking for best one car, or in the case of the High Street room should
be made to park cars in Manor Farmyard. No cars from the houses in
Manor Farmyard should ever be allowed to park on the roads
especially round the Duck Pond.

Extend the Village Hall car park.

Item SH94

Item SH95
Item SH96

Item SH97

Item SH98
Item SH99

Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32

Item LJ33

Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37

B3098. Allow off – road parking where possible and reduce road width
where appropriate and they do not have a detrimental effect on owner
properties.
Any new buildings must include parking space/garage facilities.
See B10. Also, yellow ‘no parking’ zigzag lines to be extended past
The Ark on top Green as cars parked outside this house obstruct the
view when trying to cross from bottom of the school path. The fact that
it’s a narrow road and the brow of the hill adds to this. It’s such a
critical point for children crossing.
 More zig zag lines outside school; past The Ark
 double yellow lines around the pond
 reduce on street parking along Back Street/especially at the
Green
 greater use of the village Hall car park and possible extension
of the car park
Within the new development on the pond, where the village hall should
have been!!
Disabled people do need to park close to where they are going so
designated disabled parking in as many areas as possible.
The rest of us who can walk should parking in parking areas further
from village centre and enjoy a healthy walk – the parking facility
provided for the Scarecrow weekend proves this can work.

Outskirts of village – make people walk and exercise and make village
safer for all.

Any new development should have enough space for 2 cars.
Remove on street parking where possible.
New developments must have adequate parking for each new premise,
including visitors.
School near the school – away from Blackboard Lane.
Sufficient parking to be allocated in any new builds.
Village Hall car park can be extended up to horses field.
This is a thorny issue. A number of houses in critical areas don’t have
off-street parking and there is nowhere locally where they could rent
space if a move were made to ban on-street parking.

1. New houses being built should have more space to park their cars.
2. Area by the well in the bottom could be used for parking.
Widen Blackboard Lane to enable all cars at school times for safety
reasons.

Item LJ38

Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113

Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119

Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10

Making sure adequate parking is provided when planning new homes.
Additional parking spaces created to remove parked cars blocking
roads.

Encourage those with garages/drives to use them!
Allowing residents who have sufficient space within their land to have
a parking area.

No car parking on the B3098 to be permitted.

People should have to use their own property as a first choice – not the
road. Certain areas should be free from parked cars – opposite Green
etc to prevent erosion. Difficult enough to think of where would be a
suitable alternative parking area though in such a small village…
Village Hall car park could be extended. The grass there is not used
and is parked on resulting in damage. Use mesh rather than tarmac or
blocks. Demolish the Wiltshire Council house at the entrance to the
school and convert into drop off/pickup area to relieve the chaos in
Blackboard Lane. This would reduce the damage on this blind bend.
Have fewer houses in Manor Farmyard. The present scheme is bound
to force people to park around the pond.
Use part of top Green to enable parking away from narrow parts of
High Street.
Fill in the pond? (Only joking!). No space?
Only an issue if new housing has inadequate parking provision.
As part of C8 – use the bottom of the Green as a slender parking area
only 6 feet wide. Ban Street parking for the properties that have ample
access and space to the rear of their properties or usage of space in
front of Garage access etc
Not an issue in Wedhampton
No, the parked cars slow down passing traffic

Urchfont – between triangle and pond parking off on one side

There would be no point in providing parking facilities in

Wedhampton. The worst aspect is that people park near their homes,
thus causing obstruction. They would not use parking facilities
provided in the only obvious place, at the bottom of the high street.
Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22

Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5

Item DM6

Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9

Item DM10
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126
Item SH127

The manor farmyard would have been ideal. When there is any event at
the church (Weddings, funerals) cars park everywhere. (I am aware
these is often an attempt to guide parking but many arrive early so they
may park in the street).

More parking at the school

One Sided parking in High St.
More parking at the School with minimum encroachment onto playing
field
Village car park (opposite Ballingers?)
Parking facilities need improving for school drop-off and pick-up but
not sure how this would be achieved (possibly designate an area along
blackboard lane for “school drop-off only” and not parking but there is
a likelihood that this would be abused.)
Encourage those who park on-street to use or develop their own offstreet parking spaces
The school – widen Blackboard lane
By banning all parking down Blackboard lane. The school should have
an in & out drop off & pick up point within the school. Their drive
could be widened – common sense should prevail. It’s a no brainer!

Better parking around the school. Make the teacher’s car park slightly
bigger. Use the verge by the houses along the drive

Table 9: Question D4:
If you think that better leisure and recreational facilities (for example green spaces,
sports and play areas etc) are needed, please tell us how and where this could be
achieved.
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7

Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16

Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28

Flattening & relaying of the football pitch

No
How about a swimming pool in the village?
Public access at all times to Urchfont Playing Field and public rights
of way around it. Creation of a SCHOOL playing Field as there
currently is none.
Play area/more imaginative equipment should be installed/see
Chitterne and Hillworth Park, Devizes.

Not required

Centralise all leisure and recreation facilities by relocating Village Hall
to an open space which could accommodate cricket, tennis, football,
bowling etc buy the large field next to the present playing field for this
purpose. Raise the money from the sale of the current Village Hall site
for housing development.
More play areas Foxley Fields. Has anyone ever done a survey to see
what proportion of children living Foxley Fields? Compared to
remainder of the village.
1) By fighting Wiltshire Counsel to retain the use of the whole of
the playing fields 100% of the time. Not all children go back to
school on the same day. At present we are losing this facility.
3) Planning to replace existing facilities when renewing e.g.
badminton court
Urchfont – more for young children. Protect tennis courts and cricket
pitch. Wedhampton – currently none.

Insufficient knowledge.
No
No not required. Structure/support required to support use of facilities
for activities.

Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38

Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49

Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64

Item SH65
Item SH66

Use area opposite Blackboard Lane/Ballinger is as a sports field.
Play area etc mainly for the young as part of Manor Farmyard
development.

This is a bit awkward because the greedy farmers got all the land and
they’re not likely to give up an inch of that. Ploughing in every corner
and edges they can, they even plough up the footpath.
Yes.
Try the playing fields.

Sufficient for village at present.

As in D3. No space!
Could tennis courts be open to all when tennis club not using them.
This works well in other villages. A junior tennis court for soft tennis.
A trim Trail.

What we got here is a failure to communicate. We are a village and not
a suburb YET! We got Cricket club! Skittle alley. V. Shop Hall
playing field. Tennis club etc etc Look at the back Parish Magazine
which is delivered free of charge to every household.

Mountain bike track – re-establish around playfield – tennis court area.
Access at all times to all of the playing fields as in the past. (The
school needs to learn to share with the rest of the community). Access
to the same via the alleyway Urchfont School – this is a public right of
way.
The BMX track could be properly developed for the youth.

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78

Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16

Item CW17
Item CW18

Less houses in Manor Farmyard development than is proposed so that
there is room for a children’s play area.

Football pitch needs to be reinstated.

I think that the current facilities are adequate.
Protect what we have and be open to suggestion and desires of younger
generation.
A sustainable community by my definition is a place where people
want to live and Urchfont is just that. That means that we do not wish
to change very much. We rather like it as it is. There is always
something that needs improvement but this has to be achieved without
disturbing too much the status quo. If one can run a business from a
private house without making changes to the neighbourhood that
should be encouraged but we must avoid setting up an industrial zone
or building business premises in a village setting. We should be proud
of our rustic setting and avoid changing it. Most residents came here
because of what we have. Protect it.

Village Hall – exercise classes for the more active, dance classes for
adults and children.
Better play park facilities. Improve existing furniture for a range of
ages.

I think the range of equipment at the playing field is limited, there is
ample scope to extend this. Even, perhaps, with some fitness
equipment, as well as more playground items.
Better maintained football pitch at the park.
Changing facilities at the park.
Better play equipment at the park.

Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22

Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2

Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93

Better play equipment needed in playing fields. There is very little
scope for older children. Fitness equipment at playing field would be a
real asset.

Yes.
I think that Devizes is the best place to focus further development of
recreation and sporting facilities. They need considerable
enhancement, and proliferation at village level is not the answer.

There are plenty of play areas in the village.
N/A

Replace current village hall with new modern building.
Extension of the school playing fields by purchase of the agricultural
land to the west side.
An area for BMX or skateboarding would be useful if situated without
causing nuisance to locals.
Leisure facilities improved at Village Hall inside and outside (possible
further extension) and imaginative use of the church and its facilities.

Think Urchfont is well served with the playing fields, cricket pitch etc
consideration should be given to running badminton, pool, table tennis
etc in the village hall.
More facilities for children’s play areas school playing field.
All-weather playing area on playing field (part of field)

Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97
Item SH98

Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30

Item LJ31
Item LJ32

Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107

Recreational facility – converting the Church for community use.
Reinstate the football pitch so it can be used now the school fences in
place.
There is adequate provision, but any new development should include
green spaces and play areas.
With tennis courts, football pitch, village Hall and perhaps one of the
best cricket clubs around, the facilities for young are here.
Encouragement to use them is perhaps needed.

Golf Course please! Anywhere!
Play equipment at Foxley Fields.

Definately not! We have plenty of recreational green spaces.
Steps need to be taken to improve existing facilities –eg cricket
pavilion, Tennis Club.
By not allowing the school to take over the playing field, or, if not
possible, then new playing fields must be sought.
Parish could provide more financial support to sports and youth groups
and investigate shared usage for funded facilities. – ie cricket club
pavilion if improved, could be used for additional meeting
entertainment space and host other clubs and organisations.

Use of church building-converted.
Further equipment playing field + village Hall and farmers field.
Playing field surface improved.
“Shared facilities, Tennis, Cricket, Playing Field.
PF

Its a dream!
Item SH108

Pavilion change/social
Tennis.

Cricket.

Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119

Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10
Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26

Better use of the playing fields e.g. including BMX track, “trim trail”.
Not really – the playing field is just as it should be, access to Oakfrith
is great – this is the countryside. Enjoy it as it is!
I have not debated any need for more playing areas/recreational
facilities. I can’t exceed need for a multi gym.
There is ample space between village Hall and hedge to allow play
equipment for under fives and mother/toddler group.
Playing fields at school.
Existing field needs enhancing.
Better facilities using or incorporating school fields for use to Urchfont
residents after-school use and weekends and the 12 weeks holiday
periods.
Bowling Club in Urchfont if Cricket club is relocated.
The playing field has space for more youthful items, skate/scoot ramp
better climbing frame/ swing sets and a bowling area and volley ball
court (grass)

There is nowhere in Wedhampton where such facilities could
reasonably be provided. In any case usage is likely to be minimal.

Public paths & footways & walks

Create better children’s’ play areas a) in Urchfont b) in Wedhampton
Ability to access tracks without having to negotiate busy ‘A’ roads!
Good walk ways to Chirton, Devizes, Marden & Urchfont from
Wedhampton
I think Urchfont is quite well provided with tennis courts and playing
fields

Increase the size of the village hall. Create a meeting room in
Wedhampton

Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5

Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121

Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

Item 127

St. Michaels project – Find sensitive ways to create more accessible,
flexible + welcoming spaces available for community use in Church
All sports using a single area including pavilion.
Trim trail along new route to Oakfrith
Outdoor table tennis tables (Village Hall)
no

I believe that it would be a great asset to the village if all the
sports/recreational activities could be located in one central position
sharing the same facilities.
Would it be possible to get all sporting groups to work together to
create a central sports facility?

A properly thought out plan for the school/parish playing field.
Properly fenced, zoned & marked out. There is plenty of space there
but it needs to be designated properly, not just to chance and eroded bit
by bit as now. More play equipment for older children/teenagers.

Table 10: Question D5:
If facilities for young people need improving say how and where this could be
achieved.
Item SH 1
Item SH 2

Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15
Item SH 16
Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38

Flattening & relaying of the football pitch
Make a list of elderly or vulnerable /disabled people in the Parish.
Invite volunteers to phone/visit them at least once or twice a month to
see that they are ok; to spend a little time with them and perhaps do
minor jobs.
No

Not required
As above (D4) – perfect!
Facilities for young people should be built to involve the whole
community not segregated out.
Youth club.
Somewhere for them to meet.
Clubs in villages.
Cheaper housing for them
Improved organisation of indoors meeting space by allocation of
volunteer rotas and visionary leaders
Accessible homes and work needed to retain youth.
Insufficient knowledge.
Not needed
Facilities are fine – structure required to support facilitation of
activities.
See D4.

Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49

Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73

As the Parish does not own land it is difficult to see how it can create
new sport and play areas.

Perhaps a shelter where young people can gather on recreation area by
school and away from houses please.

A junior club for 8-10 yearolds held in the school or village Hall.
Opportunities for 11-14 year-olds to access facilities outside the
village.

Keep them occupied. Be encouraging parents. Rebellious teenagers are
bored and sometimes need the push for ideas to do things. It’s a team
effort. Not church them outdoors all not know what they are doing.
Having said that I know they need there own space too. Fine Balance
to achieve. The best thing they can give a child is TIME.

See D4. Have you asked the young children at a meeting specifically
for them.

I wonder if some IT specialist we could have a screen showing
permanently in the shop displaying a rolling screen of information of
Clubs, Groups and happenings that are going on in our village. I know
there is a website but how many people visit it. If there was a moving
screen at the shop anyone could visited and view what was displayed.

Improve transport links so they can get to Devizes more easily ?
Relying on Mum & Dad.

Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1

Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12

BMX track area could be improved.
My daughter would like a zip wire!
Youth club or an area inside for young people to meet.

Purpose-built youth Club in an extension to the village hall as they
have in West Lavington.

See the above (Response in D5).
Junior cricket, junior football, netball, hockey, etc.

Safe walk to the park.
Improve places for sports and play areas.
A meeting place would be a great idea.

Maintain playing fields. Allow access to play equipment at all times

There are plenty of play areas in the village.
N/A

Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97

Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31
Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34

An area for BMX or skateboarding would be useful if situated without
causing nuisance to locals.
Small play area near Village Hall - outside

Better supervised use of the village Hall.

Expand facilities on playing field.
Formalised BMX track at far end of playing field. Play equipment for
older kids e.g. zip wire, climbing wall (see Hillworth Park!)
 Further equipment additions at the playing fields
 BMX earth track for the kids to use
 reinstate the football pitch

Ask the young people what they would like to have access to in the
village.

More sporting facilities would help this and keep our children healthy.
Play equipment at Foxley Fields.

Youth Club in village hall.
Update play equipment at playing fields.
Skate board area.
Playground aimed at older children eg like Hillworth improvements.

Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105

Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10
Item BD11

School playing field. Village hall area.

Addition of a skate park/BMX area (or enhancement of the one behind
the tennis courts).

Church building.
Further development of playing field, village Hall. More equipment
when further sites development of farmers field for more recreational
residential to use.
Place to hang out! Better sport.
Indoor space for meeting up and chatting – in church, school or village
Hall. BMX track restored on playing field. Suitable bus services.

Best if the young people speak about this. The trouble will be lack of
interest in long term use.
Young families (40+) tell me they are so busy they don’t have time to
join in. This is the Church, shop, film nights. Only tennis seems to
attract them.
See D4.
Youth club.
 School open in the evenings.
 Youth Club.
Implement D4.
If there was sufficient demand, coaching for tennis, badminton, cricket
and football could be arranged.
The playing field has space for more youthful items, skate/scoot ramp
better climbing frame/ swing sets and a bowling area and volley ball
court (grass)
Suggest asking young people what their needs are

Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6
Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item DM12
Item DM13
Item DM14
Item DM15
Item DM16
Item DM17
Item DM18
Item DM19
Item DM20
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

Item SH127

See D4
More appropriate playground facilities for a rural area

Properly marked out baseball court with 2 hoops. Properly marked out
& zoned football pitch-possibly toilets needed here. Astroturf for
hockey pitch/play area?
Can any of cricket club land be used for other activities when no
matches on? Be made more flexible?
Can we encourage more Scout/Guide groups to meet in Urchfont?

Table 11: Question D6:
The space below is for you to make any other comments on improving community
services
Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7

Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16

Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20

Item SH 21
Item SH 22

Install an electric car charging point.
As is being investigated, opportunities to widen use of the church
should be explored.

Make a list of elderly or vulnerable/disabled people in the parish.
Invite volunteers to phone/visit them at least once or twice a month to
see that they are okay, to spend a little time with them and perhaps do
minor jobs.
As is being investigated opportunities to widen use of the Church
should be explored

Very good community services already.
Build a Village Hall which is’ fit the purpose and not a memorial to a
group of villagers who created a wonderful but now outdated facility
I’m sure none of these good people expected the old Village Hall to
last more than 50 years.
What we need is a central community service i.e. Village, Sports
facility (tennis/cricket), Toilets in the same area. Field next to playing
field and Oakfrith ideal. Facilities can then be used by all. Move
village Hall creating area for more houses! Perfect placement
development.
Re D2 train station North of Lydeway. This will only result in
destroying an important part of the local economy not only in our
Parish but throughout the Pewsey Vale. First Great Western have
publicly stated their intent to stop fast trains to London stopping at
Pewsey. A station at Lydeway will extend the slowed line, give First
Great Western the justification to alter the Pewsey service and make
the daily commute to London untenable due to the additional time it
would take. It may affect house prices negatively.
Limit new developments & new housing – enhancing and converting
existing property should be allowed. Reduce street parking. Increase
local rail services – need more stations. Support development of train
station to North of Lydeway.

Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35

Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49

Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60

Insufficient knowledge.

The women conclude the wrong place 36
Please make sure that actions have a ‘large sections of the community’
approval and not just the active minority.

Pavements are dangerous for wheelchair users, uneven and sloped at
dangerous angle in some places, specifically Back Lane and High
Street make it a stressful exercise.

Use the unemployed to do things like grass cutting and looking after
elderly people’s gardens etc under supervision.

The Lamb should be extended in order to provide sufficient covers for
restaurant facility whilst remaining a pub atmosphere in some areas.
This would enable an enhanced cuisine thereby attracting more
customers.

Encourage the mothers who live less than 400 yards away from the
school to walk. I’m dismayed there are no school patrol lights that
flash at beginning and end of school days so commuters and another
traffic have extra warning. The man in a white van doesn’t care as long
as he has dropped his parcel.

Wedhampton needs a space for group meetings.

Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

We need a shop which has a pay point and sells everyday items at low
prices.
If Church property is offered for community use, this should be
welcomed with the caveat that control and management is secular.
Get your questionnaires designed by a professional. This one is full of
ambiguities, lacks clarity and will be a nightmare to process.

We feel strongly that dogs on leads should be allowed in Farmers
Field.

The shop is wonderful.
Would like to see its weekend opening hours extended.

More hall space / rooms to hire when the village hall is fully-booked.
Surprised the school and pre-school aren’t in this section as they are
both vital in contributing to Urchfont’s future.

(I’m not sure if this is in the right box but it seems appropriate).
Wilts. Council does cut the grass on the greens and occasionally comes
along with the road-sweeper. However, I deplore the shabby
appearance of the village due to extensive weeds, clumps of grass, etc,
growing at the roadside and between kerbstones. Surely something
should be done about this eyesore?
Wilts. Council also seems to be ignoring the appalling state of the road
in the Uphill / Damson Chute area of the village. Bad enough for a car
but dangerous for any cyclist. The Green Farm side of the road at Top

Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89

Green is equally shocking. What does it take to get some action? A
serious accident?
At a lesser level, The Paddock is afflicted by extensive loss of top
surface. With winter on its way, these patches will only increase. When
was this road last surfaced?
As a community, we don’t seem to be getting our share of the services
for which we pay heavily.
The shop should be open more convenient hours for working people.

Remove sign post at pond. More seats would be useful. Less parking
in Blackboard Lane at school times.

N/A

Name and shame dog owners who fail to clear up after them.. we know
who they are!
Footpaths in Urchfont in need of repair and overhanging shrubs and
hedges need trimming back from footpaths.

Community banking of resources.

Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97
Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107




Increased visibility of police and PCSo’s in and around the area
trained First Responders and First Aiders in the village/parish

Rail Link and bus services would be FAB.

The Parish Council should consider the views of the residents of
Urchfont before making decisions that affect the village. The parish
Council does not necessarily “know best”.
The Parish Council should insist that Wiltshire Council acts in the best
interests of the local electorate – eg the debacle at the Manor site, the
ridiculous proposal for the footpath along Monktons garden when the
Council owns the awful looking house next door – why not place a
pavement around the whole corner? Again, why has the school been
able to block the public right of way off the Green which is a perfectly
acceptable pedestrian access to the playing field?

The village school is important. We should continue to invest and
support this where possible.

Link.

Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110
Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1

Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21

Item BD22
Item BD23

Transport: There is an hourly bus service to and from Devizes which is
barely used by us. Village bus goes half full. £2 return to Devizes can’t
be cheaper!
Stop wasting parish money on useless signage.
 Make walking and cycling safer.
 Lower speed limits.
For a village – have good methods of transport – if necessary only
adjust in future.
Wedhampton needs to have at least one or two small strategically
placed salt bunkers so we can help to keep roads passable in bad
weather.
Wedhampton is bereft of a decent regular cost effective bus service.
This means maturing teenagers are forced to learn to drive asap
compounding car parking, CO2 and congestion.

Wedhampton: Please fill the pot holes in the upper part of the High
Street. The poorly-laid road is breaking up and has been so for a long
time. Repairs have been made in Greengate Road. Why was the job not
completed in the rest of the village?

We need, more than anything, a decent local Accident & Emergency
service in Devizes. Nearest hospital for accidents is in
Chippenham/Westbury/Trowbridge

Item BD24
Item BD25
Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6

Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

Item SH127

Create a meeting room in Wedhampton

A shop for essential items could be housed in the pub
Encourage the compilation of a directory of community services so
that people are aware of what is available to them (it must be kept upto-date).

I think Urchfont does remarkably well but mainly as it is through
community groups and volunteers. How do you keep the morale of
volunteers going and encourage the younger generations to to realise it
is a worthwhile use of their time to volunteer and muck in? Perhaps a
bit more publicity in the different community groups and activities?
Annual volunteer awards dinners?

Table 12: Question E2:
How could the Neighbourhood Plan encourage sustainable methods of transport?
Item SH 1

Item SH 2

Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16
Item SH 17
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21
Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29

Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34

Less traffic through the heart of the village to encourage cycling. More
bike racks at shop, pub, tennis courts & playground. Good cycle track
to Planks farm shop
A sustainable community is self supporting, positive and friendly. It is
a can-do community which supports local projects/ideas. The long
running saga of Manor Farm is a disgrace. The sale of the Manor is
shameful and the moaning about tractors pathetic.

Encourage people to buy more energy-efficient vehicles and minimise
car journeys within village and use Community Shop.

Encourage people out of their cars and onto their bikes by providing
cycleways which link up to Devizes and another villages. Better health,
less pollution!
Provide cycle paths, pavements. Get people out walking, jogging.

Provide more/better public transport so people use their cars less.
Please safeguard the Urchfont minibus-superb service for our village.

Insufficient knowledge.

Encourage cycling – safer roads.
Cycle path from Foxley Fields – along B3098 to Blackboard Lane
ending at Top Green. Also from Foxley Fields to Planks Farm and
Lydeway (plus Wedhampton.
By use of the village community bus.
Perhaps hybrid vehicles when they come down to an affordable level.
I do not agree with subsidising peoples solar panels on my energy bills
when they are being paid an income on their panels.

Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39
Item SH 40
Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45

Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53
Item SH54
Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66
Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75

Item SH76
Item SH77

Compulsory purchase farmland that gets subsidies/grants and plant
trees.

Create a car share registers/database where villagers could find others
planning a similar journey so they could share the cost thus reducing
carbon emissions.
By having positive ongoing communications with the bus operators.
Maintain the community bus and encourage greater use.
Train Station at Lydeway with a cycle path

Beam me up Scottie

What is a sustainable method of transport? Horse, bike, feet! We can
Improve the bus service.




Encourage car sharing pools.
Try and persuade bus companies to provide more frequent
services.

Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Item CW16
Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14

Frequently, with regular and more connections. A service to Swindon
+ Salisbury + Bath and return should be consecutive, and not sparse.
Promote car sharing.
Village bus offer shuttle runs to Pewsey train station.

Electric cars for local use.
Rent-a-bike scheme.
Car-share.

Car share system.

By encouraging more use of the community bus.
If there were more passengers and drivers, it might be possible for it to
run additional shopping trips.
By encouraging walking – rather than driving – around the village.

Make more use of village bus.
Walk around the village – don’t drive.

Improve bus services.

The next Urchfont Community Bus should be a hybrid vehicle.

Use it or lose it. Passenger numbers need to be improved to sustain a
good service.

Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97

Item SH98
Item SH99

Item SH100
Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23

Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Availability and frequency of public transport, car sharing initiatives,
improved cycleways.

Charging points for electric cars at, say, the village shop. Focus on
more frequent busses to take working people to and from Devizes
possibly utilising the vehicles employed as school transport during the
late morning and mid-afternoons.

Keep the village bus running.

Shape traffic plans thereby enabling cycle routes to be created which
actually unite villages/towns in a safe and desirable way
It can’t unless you provide off-road cycle paths to other communities
ought to Devizes – it is currently far too dangerous to cycle the main
roads to and from the village. Car sharing or pooling scheme.
Without using ‘hoss and cart’ I really don’t know
Provide cycle routes from/to Wedhampton, Lydeway and Urchfont.
Crack the inconceivably difficult bus route timetable, simplify and
encourage more use of local buses.
Better bus links to Devizes and other key locations like Pewsey train
station.

Better public services discourage use of private cars. You cannot live
in village without a car – it’s very isolating when you can’t drive in
this village.

It would be very difficult to achieve this in this day and age.

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110

Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116

Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119

Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9

We do not produce enough food from our farms to feed the nation;
land for fuel and solar panels is counter–productive.

Extend provision of public transport.
By providing more frequent bus services and by providing cycle tracks
and improving pavements: but I doubt whether this would reduce
dependence on private cars and therefore feel it is a low priority.
This is where the Neighbourhood Plan starts to sound like a
Communist manifesto – how can it ‘demand’ high insulation levels etc
What are ‘sustainable methods of transport’? If we mean buses they
will not be used in any great numbers whilst house owners have a car. I
have no idea how to encourage people to leave the cars at home.
1. Promote either weight limit through village
2. Encourage development of car share scheme
3. Encourage more user-friendly public transport
Toll house at Foxley Corner?
 Lower carbon footprint.
 Use local resources rather than distant ones.
Attract families for sustaining the community and future residential
properties. Not have a divide of ‘old and young’ but continuous
progression of all ages.

Open planning meetings to debate with professional advisors on hand

The village bus is a great bonus. Cycling could be encouraged but is

Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25

Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4
Item DM5
Item DM6

Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

unlikely to be with the dangerous state of the traffic speed.
It would have been helpful if you had told us what you mean by
“sustainable”
Are we talking cars, or bicycles or bus services or what?
Most forms of transport are not easy to sustain

Electric/hybrid buses
Links to Trains
Shared car use

Bike share scheme (eg London, Barcelona) on a smaller scale. Shared
community bookable car? Shared tools for community use like mowers
etc.

Encourage and promote appropriate technology
Cycle routes
Better public transport
Encourage the setting up of a car sharing scheme to be used for work
and leisure.
Encourage walking or cycling for short journeys within the parish
rather using the car.

Not sure. We all love our own cars too much. The Community Bus is
supported, but could be better utilised. Better route to Planks’ yard?
Better/safer pathways for elderly/disabled.
Horse, foot and bicycle.
 Cycleways and maps of bridleways &lanes suitable for cycling
eg routes to Devizes/Chirton/Lavington avoiding farm traffic.
 Pavements on verges to get to school playground, Oakfrith

Wood and the Cricket Club so you don’t walk on the road!
Item SH127

Table 13: Question E4:
Can you help us by telling us what a Sustainable Community means to you? Please also
add any comments you have on creating a Sustainable Community.

Item SH 1
Item SH 2
Item SH 3
Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6

Item SH 7

Item SH 8

Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16
Item SH 17

Not having to drive to Devizes to buy goods
Reasonable transport systems. Critical mass of local shops/pubs.
Encouraging the young to stay
Make it happen – don’t just talk about it.
Using reclaimed materials for building where possible. Utilising the
most efficient systems available at the time for heating, lighting etc.
Solar lighting for streetlights. Using local workforce – we have most
skills available locally – pride in local provision at all levels. Slow
Food Movement principles for food production
A sustainable community is self supporting, positive and friendly. It is
a “can do” community which supports local projects/ideas. The long
running saga of Manor Farm is a disgrace. The sale of the Manor is
shameful and the moaning about tractors is pathetic,
A sustainable community might be one where:
 Priority is accorded to developing the local economy with
employment opportunities for home working, self-employment
and employment in local businesses.
 So far as practicable, priority is given in housing to people who
are committed to living and working in the locality.
 Local people are encouraged and committed to living low
carbon lifestyles with minimal levels of waste and pollution.
 New and extended housing is built to the highest standards of
energy efficiency and renewable energy as far as practical.

No such thing as a sustainable community! Very expensive waste of
time!
By use of high insulation levels, using land for fuel production and
solar panels in public buildings
Encourage more people to move into the local area by providing more
housing which in turn will increase support for local facilities i.e.,
shop, pub etc. People are the community-more people mean a more
sustainable community.
It means having the right balance (mixture of age, incomes, life skills
and experiences). We are here by choice (as are the majority of the
village) because it is a working rural community. People create
communities because they feel they have something worth contributing
to and belonging to. It is not something that can be imposed or
manufactured. The built environment can aid or impede this but it

cannot create it on its own.
Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21

Item SH 22
Item SH 23
Item SH 24
Item SH 25

Item SH 26

Item SH 27
Item SH 28

Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31

Item SH 32

Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36

Self-sufficient where possible. Not having to travel (far) for services
and day-to-day requirements. Community spirit and harmony.
A village that sees self-help is vital. Caring for each other’s needs is a
must... each of us can do our bit to make us a viable community. A
vibrant church with visionary leadership would also help.

Insufficient knowledge.
No dramatic increase in population. Encourage younger people to get
involved in the organisation of community activities. Support the pub
as a meeting place for relaxed, informal interaction.
A sustainable community is made up of those who work throughout
their lives to maintain a required standard of living. The village
constitutes, as in Urchfont, a group of people concerned with
preservation and enjoyment of life. In an ideal village, a trend will
develop towards self – help followed by mutual help.
A community which has facilities to sustain all generations and
infrastructure to support in terms of schools, resources and
neighbourhood schemes to protect all generations.

I think of several levels of sustainable not in any order:
1. Community collaborates on local activities and neighbours
support.
2. Services provided (school/shops/council etc)
3. The area provides part of populations needs
(work/food/tradesman etc)
4. People like living here
High levels of insulation i.e. cavity fill and loft insulation. Double
glazing too. Solar roof panels are an eyesore, however efficient they
may be domestic wind turbines are a definite no particularly in
Urchfont.





Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39

Helping neighbours.
Most people engaged with what goes on in the village and
actively support events.
Proud to live in the village and take care of their ‘bit’ outside
their house.

Community is a place where everybody knows each other and that will
not be an easy task in a large village like Urchfont which is about to
get larger if 19 houses are built at Manor Farm and maybe more in

Item SH 40

Item SH41
Item SH42
Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45

Item SH46
Item SH47

Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52

Item SH53

Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62
Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66

future.
Stop trying to turn the village into a suburb and allow it to remain a
country village which automatically recreates the food which has
always being grown and farmed in the countryside Andorra allotments.

A community of diversity that is capable of being continued with
minimal long-term effect on our environment. A sustainable
community would be characterised by an emphasis of preserving the
environment, developing strong relationships between neighbours and
forging connections beyond the community.
A sustainable community encompasses all age groups with a majority
able to work locally, using public transport rather than private vehicles.
The mixing of age groups in public housing should be encouraged to
prevent isolation of the elderly.

Lift sharing, more subsidies available for single wind generation and/or
solar panels. Use of local firewood – e.g. Oakfrith Wood all self
sustainable and renewable. Encouraging low energy lighting etc.
Need to retain young people particularly with families, who will use
the village school and the village amenities. Retain doctors’ Surgery
and Shop, Community Bus. Provision of non-polluting service/factory
employing a couple of dozen local people.
It means that we should all be able to get along and respect one another
and help and support one another when needed. Not get above oneself
and if we don’t get our own way throw ‘the teddies out of the pram’
and perhaps run away to another village to upset the apple cart there.
As I believe has happened in the past by one or two overzealous dogooders.

Meaningless jargon.




Good communication.
Sufficient facilities for young and elderly.
Local shop, pub, church and school.


Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70

Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79

Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15

Open spaces that can be accessed.

The village shop is big to the community. Providing locally sourced
products. Supporting the local pub is very important it must keep
going.

A community which produces a low carbon footprint by adopting the
various measures as previously listed in E1.
To be less dependent on outside services.

Sustainable communities are such that are strategically built following
productive planning meetings following collective ‘round up of ideas
and views. Views which consider equality, the use of natural resources
such as water, solar power, wind power to create energy, less waste
and a ‘greener’ environment but more importantly, an economic
sustainable community. By using and mobilising leadership, councils
can create such environments by introducing heritage or advertising a
village’s history to strengthen the communities and local appeal.
Equality is essential and a community that has poor energy saving
options, poor drainage and sanitation, inadequate supply of water or,
environmental deprivation creates conflict and an inferiority separated
by class. It’s up to
you.
Villagers share resources and offer services to help each other.
Comfortable relaxed living.

Better management of the world’s resources – food, transport, energy –
looking at these at a community level.

Shop Shared transport Leisure facilities Clubs and Associations
School Fete Amateur Dramatics Pond and ducks
School Shop Groups and Associations Church Village Hall
Pond

Basically, we need to care for and help each other. We should reduce
excess, minimise waste, think about our impact on the environment

Item CW16

Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22

Item CW23
Item CW24

Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2

Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9

Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14

(both built and natural). In many respects, reducing adverse effects is a
money-saving exercise – which can’t be a bad thing!
A relatively small number of people presently helps to run things that
benefit the village as a whole e.g. the bus, shop, Footpath Group,
Friends of Oakfrith Wood, Speedwatch group, etc. It would be helpful
if more – and particularly younger people – were prepared to
volunteer.
Ensuring future generations are able to enjoy our village in the same
way that we currently do.
It is important the decisions we make now do not disadvantage our
children and their children.

Make sure the village doesn’t become a retirement village only.
Important to offer facilities and opportunities to encourage young
families to stay.
Keeping status quo, not change for its sake.
Decent telecommunications facilities i.e. broadband, mobiles.
Retain existing services – shop, pub, bus, cricket club, doctors’
surgery, village hall activities.

More about community values and creating opportunities for all
generations than about energy consumption or building control. I
would like much greater focus on promoting Urchfont as a community
with shared values and “self” sufficiency as a community where
practical.
A village to walk without fear.
A sustainable community is one which is not a dormitory, requiring
residents to commute to other towns and services.

Urchfont
A balance of young and old, working and retired people who live
together, help each other and are happy to see the village develop while
not losing the factors which encouraged us to live here in the first
place.

The village shop and Post Office are essential to a thriving community.
We must support these facilities.

Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17

Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91

Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95
Item SH96
Item SH97

Item SH98
Item SH99

Item SH100
Item LJ21

Sustainable communities are places where people want to live and
work, now and in the future. They meet the diverse needs of existing
and future residents, are sensitive to their environment and contribute
to a high quality of life. They are safe and inclusive, well-planned,
built and run and offer equality of opportunity and good services for
all.

A sustainable community means one where the members of the
community do not consume more than the planet can produce. This
could mean producing electricity from a combination of local sources
such as biomass, aerobic digestion and from farm and human waste
products, wind and solar. It does not mean preserving what is currently
enjoyed.

A sustainable community ideally should:
1. Encourage local food production
2. Bring different age groups together
3. Offer varying degrees of employment
4. Encourage small-scale local manufacturing

Maintaining the resources/qualities that make the village special.)
Growing and selling local produce. Car sharing. Village bus.
 Improved energy usage
 local energy production
 Effective waste management
 Optimising current use of resources (land)
 avoidance of unnecessary development (domestic dwellings)
Yes! Encouraging young folk back to the village with new houses that
they can afford in this much sought-after village.
An area which meets the needs of the community and evolves to
continue to meet those needs into the future – to ensure that this
community continues to be a place people will wish to live in and will
be able to afford to do

Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25
Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30

Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33
Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101
Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110

Item SH111
Item SH112
Item SH113
Item SH114
Item SH115
Item SH116

I’m sure the Government pay people lots of money to do this for us.

Certainly employment opportunities and affordable housing.
Community facilities such as a pub school and shops.
Try and limit the number of second homes.
A community that does not rely on outside influences. Utopia?.
Probably not totally achievable.
A community that does not sell the “family jewels” (eg the Manor)
A community that does not encourage speculators at the expense of the
residents and then endorse the speculators.

One that doesn’t take too much out of the environment. Using local
facilities rather than driving further afield.
Mixed age group community – all contributing to parish.

More houses to enable the community to sustain itself.
A community which is as self – reliant as possible. So, producing as
much food and energy locally as possible. Increased use of the village
shop. Bulk buying and local distribution. Encouraging community
spirit so that everyone takes ownership of all our public spaces and
buildings.
E3 – see A5 and B 10 – ‘allocation’– whose land, how would it be
allocated? Once ‘allocated’ who would then own it?
I think a ‘sustainable’ community sounds like a nice idea but
impossible in practice.
Mixed population by age, interests, employment, living in a village that
provides friendship, help and cooperation.
1. Development of sharing schemes e.g. power tools, hand tools

Item SH117

Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1
Item BD2
Item BD3

Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6

Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9

Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12
Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15

etc that are not unreasonably encumbered by legislation (H and
S)
2. Community food growth e.g. apples
3. Incentives to share surplus garden produce
4. Publicly funded home insulation
5. Car sharing schemes (incentivised by e.g. reduction in
community charge)
6. Public cycle hire (e.g. Boris bikes).
A sustainable community means not driving your kids to school and
back (10 journeys/week). Insist that schoolchildren use school buses if
appropriate?
As previously stated – continuous with community spirit and desire to
participate in the community.

Minimising waste in all areas from shopping to electricity, transport
and green spaces. It is a combined action in all areas that parishioners
need to buy into so a clear benefit has to be described and achieved

It is a community where ? advances and sensible improvements can be
made that respect the needs for all age groups which following
acceptable environmental guidelines and affordable plans. A consensus
of ideas and ? would be called for which would be functional rather
than cosmetic. An underlying principle would require changes to
benefit the long term survival of the community. They would not
necessarily embrace all modern developments but would keep pace
with society generally. Provision of housing for young families (our
future), travel for the elderly and immobile, and fast internet
communication for business and those wanting to connect to the new
age would be requisites.
Solar panel ‘farm’ locally generated electricity
Wood – heating
Food – sold via local Urchfont shop grown within the Parish
Group Buying – Oil
Production of Biodiesel
Again , it would have been helpful to have definitions of “sustainable
community”. It is a trifle ambiguous without details. The diagram on
page 14 is meaning less

Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21
Item BD22
Item BD23
Item BD24
Item BD25

Item BD26
Item DM1
Item DM2
Item DM3
Item DM4

Item DM5

Item DM6

Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123

Item SH124
Item SH125

Reduce energy consumption
Car sharing schemes (e.g. for Shopping in Devizes)
Working together in teams to look after our less able neighbours, old
and young

A community that strives to achieve a set positive impact by managing
resources wisely, creating opportunities for local people to build a
future whilst maintaining a balanced approach to the local
environment.

A S.C is one that has access to appropriate accommodation,
employment and services, providing opportunity for the optimum
spiritual, mental and physical development of all its inhabitants.
People need to be encouraged to respect each other and their
environment & use their skills for the mutual benefit of all.
Sustainable doesn’t mean self-sufficient
Does mean protecting / enhancing the community facilities, therefore
less need to travel.
Living within our environmental needs and providing for our residents
locally to make the place a happy and healthy place to live.
Encourage the setting up of a community allotment, for the growing,
harvesting and sale of produce. This could include a community
compost facility.
Create a directory of local businesses with the aim that residents use
these in preference to ones further afield

A community supporting itself as much as possible.
Allotment food could be sold (currently not permitted).
Fruit juicing project more widely committed to.
We all need to think about using precious resources differentlyrequires change of mindset though.

Table 14: Question F:
Do you have any further comments on the Vision?
Item SH 1
Item SH 2

Item SH 3

Item SH 4
Item SH 5
Item SH 6
Item SH 7
Item SH 8
Item SH 9
Item SH 10
Item SH 11
Item SH 12
Item SH 13
Item SH 14
Item SH 15

Item SH 16
Item SH 17

Item SH 18
Item SH 19
Item SH 20
Item SH 21

Item SH 22
Item SH 23

Item SH 24

A very well thought through questionnaire.
Suggest add:
 local people have opportunities to work within the locality.
 local people are committed to energy efficiency and carbon
reduction.
I would suggest that the Plan should restate our earlier commitment to
the Parish striving to become a climate friendly community ‘by
promoting sustainable lifestyles and the responsible use of finite
resources among local residents both individually and communally’.
Everyone has their own views but surely the Forestry Commission has
savaged Oakfrith Wood enough. Rarely is a bird heard and I certainly
have not seen a Jay nor a deer or a fox. The bluebells are disappearing
under a blanket of brambles because the canopy is broken. The Wood
appears dead – sterile.
No need to change things.

Allow the community to grow, but in a controlled way, with realistic
housing development. There are rather too many NIMBYs in this
village want nothing to change for the better.
Current and proposed changes by Wiltshire Council are impeding our
ability to control our community and its environment in the future. It is
almost as if these proposals are being pushed through before we have
the ability to determine our own priorities; e.g. Playing Field use and
access to Oakfrith Wood.

I think there should be a massive vote of thanks to all those superb
volunteers in this parish who make it such a marvellous community
tom live in
I hope this Neighbourhood Plan will produce a ‘bottom up’ document
which this strong community will benefit from by becoming
empowered to make its own decisions.

Item SH 25
Item SH 26
Item SH 27
Item SH 28
Item SH 29
Item SH 30
Item SH 31
Item SH 32
Item SH 33
Item SH 34
Item SH 35
Item SH 36
Item SH 37
Item SH 38
Item SH 39

Item SH 40

Item SH41
Item SH42

Item SH43
Item SH44
Item SH45
Item SH46
Item SH47
Item SH48
Item SH49
Item SH50
Item SH51
Item SH52
Item SH53

Thank you.
It is a great idea and we appreciate the time and effort given to
producing this survey and the Neighbourhood Plan.
Thank you to the ‘Neighbourhood Team’ for leading the way.

Could well do with some lampposts at bottom of Crooks Lane on main
road. There is no lighting from Foxley Fields to the cemetery.
As far as wildlife is concerned Urchfont is surrounded by intensive
farming with the use of chemical sprays and herbicides so there is not
much scope for that side for wildlife.
Urchfont is one of the most attractive and busy villages in Wiltshire
and should not be destroyed by so-called ‘is improvements’ which
sadly seems to be the trend currently for those who like the suburban
life. There are plenty of places round Devizes which supply this
environment. Without destroying the countryside and a few remaining
villages in it one of which we are so lucky to live in.
If all these ‘new Urchfont’ people are not happy with the way the
village is then go back where they came from, why want to change
anything

Please do not allow building and population to increase to an
unmanageable level.

It must be accepted Urchfont is MANY MILES from:
1. A motorway – M4
2. A station – 16 miles or Pewsey (reduced service).
3. An airport
4. A harbour
5. A dual carriageway
SO these must be charged into advantages e.g. from a secure purpose
provided Village Car Park you can reach Heathrow, Southampton (1 ½
hours) Bristol, London, Exeter, Stratford. Live (and work) in the most

Item SH54

Item SH55
Item SH56
Item SH57
Item SH58
Item SH59
Item SH60
Item SH61
Item SH62

Item SH63
Item SH64
Item SH65
Item SH66

Item SH67
Item SH68
Item SH69
Item SH70
Item SH71
Item SH72
Item SH73
Item SH74
Item SH75
Item SH76
Item SH77
Item SH78
Item SH79
Item SH80
Item CW1
Item CW2
Item CW3
Item CW4
Item CW5
Item CW6
Item CW7

beautiful area yet within striking distance of.
I think I have been blinded by a load of twaddle. I’m worn out. I just
couldn’t bring myself to just tick boxes – too loose. When I went to
school we were taught how to presi see what did you do. I’ve answered
‘like for like’ utter nonsense and confusion.

A key aim should be to slow the ongoing movement in Urchfont from
an agricultural-based working village to a settlement with a population
weighted towards urban retirees and commuters who can afford highly
priced property. Important questions not raised:
1. What is the optimum population of Urchfont? Has a survey
been done which shows current statistics?
2. Will all of the new property to rent or buy be of the same
standard – as described in C4 (quality can be inexpensive)?
Encourage existing agricultural land to be used for food production
rather than industrial or recreational uses.
It is becoming a serious problem to access Salisbury Plane. Areas that
have previously been accessible on Salisbury Plane are now cut off.
Can anything be done about this?

The growth of housing is controlled very vigourously.

You have to encourage participation in every-day life in the village.
This is difficult when 48% of the children at Urchfont School come

from outside the village so there is a lack of continuity at the very start
of the process. The school must be encouraged to enter into the
community more whole-heartedly.
Item CW8
Item CW9
Item CW10
Item CW11
Item CW12
Item CW13
Item CW14
Item CW15
Item CW16

Item CW17
Item CW18
Item CW19
Item CW20
Item CW21
Item CW22
Item CW23
Item CW24
Item CW25
Item LJ1
Item LJ2
Item LJ3
Item LJ4
Item LJ5
Item LJ6
Item LJ7
Item LJ8
Item LJ9
Item LJ10
Item LJ11
Item LJ12
Item LJ13
Item LJ14
Item LJ15
Item LJ16
Item LJ17
Item LJ18
Item LJ19
Item LJ20
Item SH81

Perhaps should emphasise the protection and enhancement of existing
community services.

We believe that the current 30mph speed limit should be extended to
the boundaries of the village (both Foxley Fields, Potterne Road and
Market Lavington exits).

We agree with the broad vision and recognise the difficulties of
obtaining a consensus within such a diverse community, but were
disappointed that the four key points were not capable of being
measured. For example:
 How will community spirit be evaluated?




Will protecting visual qualities prevent any changes forever?
How will the funds be made available for all local people to
have access to a home that they can afford, and for how many
generations?
 Surely the existing planning laws can ensure that changes
planned in a sustainable way?
We are also saddened that the vision appeared to be more concerned
with protecting the status quo of consuming, rather than creating, the
wealth required for achieving the stated objective of a sustainable
community for Urchfont, Wedhampton and Lydeway.
Item SH82
Item SH83
Item SH84
Item SH85
Item SH86
Item SH87
Item SH88
Item SH89
Item SH90
Item SH91
Item SH92
Item SH93
Item SH94
Item SH95

Item SH96

Item SH97

Item SH98
Item SH99
Item SH100

Item LJ21
Item LJ22
Item LJ23
Item LJ24
Item LJ25

Excellent Vision thank you

Maintaining the overall character of the village will hopefully be
helped by having an N P. I have needed to think hard to answer the
questions and trust this will enable a locally informed plan for us all.
Thanks must go to those who have worked extremely hard, voluntarily
to research and compile the Plan.
Maintaining the village as an AONB for the future should be top
priority. The current balance of properties (private, social, various sizes
etc) I believe to be adequate to ensure sustainability of the community
now and in the future. Devizes development is adequately fulfilling
local needs – with its own issues!
We live in a village community and would like it to remain so. Given
the rapid expansion in house building in and around Devizes,
substantive development, specifically of domestic housing is not
required or wanted by the vast majority of people in Urchfont or
Wedhampton – the Vision and Plan should respect and represent those
wishes
The layout of this survey is not the best I have ever seen – with options
for choices to be ranked on opposite page and could be easily missed.
Felt that the questions were very loaded in favour of one outcome.

I hope you will achieve all you want as it will benefit our village.

Item LJ26
Item LJ27
Item LJ28
Item LJ29
Item LJ30
Item LJ31

Item LJ32
Item LJ33

Item LJ34
Item LJ35
Item LJ36
Item LJ37
Item LJ38
Item LJ39
Item LJ40
Item SH101

Item SH102
Item SH103
Item SH104
Item SH105
Item SH106
Item SH107
Item SH108
Item SH109
Item SH110

Item SH111

Item SH112

Item SH113

No. Think you have covered everything.
The Vision will only work if the whole community pulls together and
the Parish Council carries out the wishes of the residents, rather than
what they think the residents want. The Parish Council is here to
represent the residents and that is why they were elected. This should
also apply to any members who may be co-opted at any stage.
Energy consumption is a big issue – we should be encouraging energy
saving – walk don’t drive (but then road safety); better insulation of
houses; local production of food to cut transport costs; local sourcing
where possible.

The community should be a place where people choose to live. The
people in question should be a broad church from young single to
retired. It should also be a community which people want to contribute.
It must be inclusive.

See previous.

We must accept that change is inevitable and, in a changing world,
desirable. Our parish must be a place to live and work in the 21stcentury, not a museum or a park. The most important part of the parish
is the people who live here.
Unfortunately, this document is largely aimed at the village of
Urchfont and much of the questioning is not relevant to Wedhampton.
I did not find this form easy to complete and was tempted to ‘bin it’. I
found many of the questions irrelevant to a Community Plan – being
more about individual taste.
This is a difficult form to understand and it is the tempting to chuck it
into the recycle bin.
It seems to me that the Plan is open to the influence of activists and
may not reach the majority of residents, who will glance at it and throw
it in the bin.

Item SH114
Item SH115

Item SH116
Item SH117
Item SH118
Item SH119
Item SH120
Item BD1

Item BD2
Item BD3
Item BD4
Item BD5
Item BD6
Item BD7
Item BD8
Item BD9
Item BD10

Item BD11
Item BD12

Item BD13
Item BD14
Item BD15
Item BD16
Item BD17
Item BD18
Item BD19
Item BD20
Item BD21

I am confused why ‘local people have access....’ Surely everyone has a
right to have access. Who is the ‘local person’, how do you identify
him/her?
A well thought out Consultation Document. Well done!

It should be recognised that Urchfont Parish is a collection of
communities. It would be short-sighted to assume that the needs and
aspirations of each individual community is the same. The Vision and
Plan therefore needs to reflect the individual identities of each
community rather than be integrated into a homogeneous compromise.
Wedhampton has in the past had its own individual “Conservation
Area Statement” (last produced in October 2002 by Kennet District
Council) which emphasized the open agricultural nature of the hamlet.
This must not be lost or consumed within an attempt to produce a
single integrated Urchfont Parish Plan.
This is a great step forward for the parish. All the effort and hard work
that has gone into this stage will pay dividend for future generations

Caring within the community. Local community care group to be set
up within villages supported by professions as appropriate.

The maps below are too small to be much value. They could have been
turned through 180d and made much bigger.
The Wedhampton one is considerably out of date, showing as it does,
Manor Farm as it was before it was demolished and the present large
house built on the site. Mr Clothiers house is not shown. ‘Mortons’ and
‘The Barn’ appear to be fused together. A poor effort.
Vehicles and population are ruining this country area and I cannot see
the government doing anything about it. Too many people- Too many
vehicles means eventual chaos.

E1 should include: that all new builds in their design should include
Solar panels as part of the planning conditions

How and what is our money spent on, ie The parish Precept. What do

the people of Wedhampton get for their £5,000+ they contribute to
Urchfont???
Item BD22
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Item BD26
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Item DM7
Item DM8
Item DM9
Item DM10
Item DM11
Item SH121
Item SH122
Item SH123
Item SH124
Item SH125
Item SH126

Item SH127

Not just Urchfont in above statement!!

No!

Well considered thank you.

I think the questionnaire is confusing when you are asked to rank
things but 5 is the most important. I think your feedback will be
confused by people ranking most important with a 1 as is more usual.
You should check!

